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Abstract 

This dissertation investigates selected empirical and theoretical aspects of land-use and 

land-cover change (LUCC) in exurban areas. Two challenges – observation and 

monitoring of LUCC, and spatially explicit modeling, are addressed using three main 

approaches – measuring, reviewing and agent-based modeling (ABM). All of these 

approaches focus on LUCC at the individual household level, investigating how micro-

scale elements interact to influence macro-scale functional patterns—bottom-up analysis.   

 

First, the temporal change of the quantity and pattern of land-cover types within exurban 

residential parcels in three townships in the southeastern Michigan is examined using 

landscape metrics and local indicators of spatial association at the parcel and parcel-

neighborhood level respectively. The results demonstrate that the number and area of 

exurban residential parcels increased steadily from 1960 to 2000, and different land-cover 

types have distinctive temporal changes over time. The results also indicate that there is a 

convergence process at the neighborhood level through which the quantity and pattern of 

land cover in parcels conform with the neighborhood appearance. 

 

Second, 51 urban residential choice models based on ABM are reviewed. The results 

divide these models into three categories (i.e. models based on classical theories, models 

focusing on different stages of urbanization process; and integrated ABM and 

microsimulation models). This review also compares the differences among these models 

in their representations of three essential features brought by the technique of ABM: 

agent heterogeneity, the land market and output measurement. Challenges in 

incorporating these features, such as the trade-off between the simplicity and abstraction 

of model and the complexity of urban residential system, interactions of multiple features 

and demands for data at individual level, are also discussed. 

 

Third, the effects of agent heterogeneity on spatial and socioeconomic outcomes under 
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different levels of land-market representations are explored through three experiments 

using a stylized agent-based land-market model. The results reveal that budget 

heterogeneity has prominent effects on socioeconomic outcomes, while preference 

heterogeneity is highly pertinent to spatial outcomes. The relationship between agent 

heterogeneity and macro-measures becomes more complex as more land-market 

mechanisms are represented. The results also imply that land-market representation (e.g., 

competitive bidding) is indispensable to reproduce the results of classical urban land 

market models (e.g., monocentric city model) in a spatial ABM when agents are 

heterogeneous. 

 

Key words:  exurban development, land-cover change, agent-based modeling, land 

market, agent heterogeneity 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Scope of the thesis 

Rapid and extensive land-cover and land-use change (LUCC) have spread in exurban 

areas in the United States for the past several decades. A series of approaches have 

been developed to address the challenges brought by the LUCC process, and new 

datasets and modeling techniques have emerged. Recent studies in exurban LUCC 

have heightened the need for understanding the process from the perspective of 

decision makers (e.g., household, developer) because they are the direct driving forces 

for the change. Although there are increasing attempts to measure and simulate the 

temporal changes of landscape patterns in exurban areas from the bottom up, a 

considerable number of research problems are still in the need of being explored.  

Thus, this thesis aims to address a subset of these outstanding research problems 

related to exurban LUCC through three major approaches: measuring, reviewing, and 

modeling. 

 

1.2 Context and motivation 

1.2.1 LUCC and exurban development 

LUCC is a fundamental component in global environmental studies, and a key 

element of two major global change research programs: the International Geosphere-

Biosphere Programme (IGBP) and the International Human Dimensions Programme 

on Global Environmental Change (IHDP) (Rindfuss et al., 2004; Turner2007). 

Lambin et al. (2001, page 262) defined land cover as “the biophysical attribute of the 

earth’s surface”, and land use as “the human purpose or management applied to these 

attributes”. Changes in land use and land cover are so pervasive that they impact some 

main aspects of the Earth system functioning (e.g., biotic diversity, climate change, 
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soil degradation) and the life of human beings. Researchers have concluded that 

LUCC is the result of integrated interactions between humans and the Earth system 

(Foley et al., 2005; Lambin et al., 2001). 

Urban areas are hotspots that drive LUCC and environmental change at 

multiple scales. During the last several decades, human have been experiencing a 

dramatic shift to urban living. Urban population now accounts for 52.08% of total 

population (3.63 billion/6.97 billion), and developing regions will account for 96.58% 

(2.26 billion/ 2.34 billion) of the net growth in global population in 2050 (UN, 2012). 

This unprecedented rate of urban population growth is accompanied by rapidly 

growth in city size and demographic changes. The process of urbanization raise 

growing concerns regarding its environmental consequences and implications for 

global change and sustainability (Grimm et al., 2008; Kalnay and Cai, 2003; 

Rosenzweig et al., 2010; Seto et al., 2012). 

Different regions are undergoing different stages and levels of urbanization. 

Recently, a progressive phenomenon spreading outward in suburban and exurban 

areas, namely, urban sprawl, has gained its momentum in both North American and 

European countries and in some developing countries (such as India and China) (Jat et 

al., 2008; Lopez and Hynes, 2003; Mann; Skaburskis, 2006; Song and Knaap, 2004b; 

Xie et al., 2007). Although there is no standard quantitative definition
1
 of exurban 

developments and multiple definitions can be found in previous studies (Ban and 

Ahlqvist, 2007; Clark et al., 2009; Theobald, 2004), researchers are in consensus that 

exurban sprawl is a relative inefficient urbanization process due to its direct and 

indirect influences on urban life (Brueckner, 2000; Ewing, 2008a; Nechyba and 

Walsh, 2004; Torrens, 2008), including psychic cost (deprivation of environment and 

access), excessive travel and congestion, cost of energy, environment, infrastructure 

and services, loss of agricultural land and open space, and downtown decay. 

                                                             

1 In this dissertation, consistent with a previous study (Brown et al., 2005a), I used 

the definition of exurban area determined by housing density at the block-group level 

derived from U.S. census. The housing density in exurban area is defined as being 

between 1 unit per 1 acre and 40 acres. 
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Linking the process of exurban sprawl with the patterns of exurban LUCC 

plays an important role in understanding and modeling human-environment 

interactions in the exurban context (Clark et al., 2009; Nagendra et al., 2004). 

Quantifying spatial heterogeneity of LUCC over time provides the first step to 

understand the effects of LUCC on ecological processes. Approaches to measure 

LUCC are facilitated by development of remote sensing (RS) techniques and 

geographic information system (GIS) (Goodchild, 2004) and the developments in the 

techniques of image classification and spatial analysis (Herold et al., 2005; Ji et al., 

2006).  

Landscape ecology has recently been widely used to study the interactions 

between landscape patterns and ecological consequences (Alberti, 2008; Nagendra et 

al., 2004; Turner et al., 2001; Wu, 2010). It has been found that landscape pattern 

indices may reflect processes operating on different scales, but also that the spatial 

patterns could have effects on ecological processes (Turner, 1989). Various spatial 

analysis methods and landscape metrics have been developed to document the 

temporal changes of LUCC patterns at different scales. For example, the increasing 

land fragmentation resulting from urban sprawl in the state of Maryland from 1973 to 

2000 was examined through six selected landscape metrics (i.e., patch density, mean 

patch size, mean parameter-to-area ratio, contrasting edge ratio, contrasting edge 

proportion, and mean dispersion) by Irwin and Bockstael (2007). Meanwhile, 

researchers have attempted to relate these measures of spatial pattern to the properties 

and processes of ecosystem functioning (Wu, 2008), e.g., provision of goods and 

services, regulation and moderation of climate, storage and processing of chemicals 

and provision of cultural and recreational enjoyment. In a review, Alberti (2005) 

found that the fragmentation of urban development can result in various effects on 

ecosystem functions, including segregation and deterioration of natural habitats,  loss 

of biodiversity and increased vulnerability of species composition, disruptive damage 

to hydrological system, and disturbance of energy flow and nutrient cycling. 

 With a deeper understanding of the linkage between the process of urban 

sprawl and the pattern of exurban LUCC, researchers have come to view the exurban 
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system as a complex system where the spatial and social structures of a city are 

emerging from multiple interactive decisions of intelligent entities from the bottom up 

(Batty, 2005; Benenson and Torrens, 2004a; Bretagnolle and Pumain, 2006; Liu  et 

al., 2007). The complex system has the characteristics of emergence, nonlinearity, 

adaptive, and path dependence (Arthur, 1988; Batty, 2005; Brown et al., 2005b; 

Holland, 1998). In the past several decades, a wide range of models have been 

developed to capture LUCC in the context of the exurban system, because models can 

link the LUCC process with patterns and investigate a broad spectrum of drivers and 

consequences of LUCC (Costanza and Ruth, 1998; Verburg et al., 2004). In addition, 

spatially explicit and dynamic LUCC models can represent the location and timing of 

change simultaneously. 

 

1.2.2 Simulating approaches for exurban LUCC 

Approaches to modeling exurban LUCC change range from simple mathematical 

models to intricate rule-based ones, from top-down methods at an aggregated scale to 

bottom-up methods at the cellular or agent level. These approaches include equation-

based models (e.g., models based on gravity theory), system dynamics models, 

statistical models, Markov and cellular automata (CA) models, models based on other 

techniques (e.g., fractal theory, fuzzy logic, neural network, and Bayesian 

probabilities theory), and hybrid models that integrate multiple modeling techniques. 

The history of model improvement and the advantages and drawbacks of each 

approach are reviewed extensively with different emphases (Agarwal, 2002; Batty, 

1994; Berling-Wolff and Wu, 2004; Brown et al., 2004b; Irwin and Geoghegan, 2001; 

Lambin et al., 2001; Parker et al., 2003; Verburg et al., 2004).  

Beyond the methods mentioned above, a relatively new approach, agent-based 

modeling (ABM), is increasingly used to simulate exurban LUCC. ABM is a 

modeling tool which can simulate heterogeneous decision makers and their actions 

(Parker et al., 2012b). ABM is regarded as a natural solution adopted by modelers to 

disentangle the complexity (e.g., emergence, path dependence, and agent 
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heterogeneity) in exurban systems for several reasons (Benenson and Torrens, 2004a; 

Brown et al., 2008; Crawford et al., 2005; Manson et al., 2012; O'Sullivan et al., 

2012; Parker et al., 2003). First, it can simulate the individual behaviors of multiple 

heterogeneous agents, and the interactions among agents and between agents and the 

environment. Second, it can relax some restrictions of previous models. For example, 

agents can be adaptive and cognitive; agents are no longer utility maximizers; agents 

can move across space; and they can participate in the negotiations with other agents. 

Third, the flexibility in agents’ representation enables models to explore a broader 

dimension of issues in exurban LUCC, ranging from policy evaluations to 

development assessments. In summary, ABMs work as a vehicle to link emerging 

patterns with processes that operate on multiple scales in a bottom-up means. 

Among all the efforts and projects that aim to investigate the linkage between 

the process of exurban residential development and LUCC patterns, this thesis is part 

of a large research project called SLUCE (Spatial Land Use Change and Ecological 

Effects at the rural-urban interface). The SLUCE project intends to conduct an 

integrated investigation of the structure and effects of land markets, land 

management, temporal change of land cover and land use, and land-atmosphere 

carbon budgets in exurban residential areas in Southeastern Michigan, USA. This 

thesis is a component of the larger project that focuses on empirical measurement 

temporal change of land-cover within exurban residential parcels and theoretical 

exploration of the effects of agent heterogeneity and land market representations (i.e., 

the representation of land market processes, such as resource constraints and 

competitive bidding, and actors’ behaviors within these processes) on model 

outcomes. 

 

1.3 Goal, Objectives and Research Questions 

1.3.1 Goal and objectives 

Four major challenges in land change science for global environment change and 
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sustainability are summarized and addressed by Turner et al. al. (2007). They are: (1) 

observation and monitoring of LUCC at different scales; (2) understanding the 

coupled system (e.g., causes and feedbacks); (3) using the understanding for spatially 

explicit modeling; and (4) assessment of consequent impacts (e.g., vulnerability, 

resilience, or sustainability). The main goal of this thesis is to acquire insights into 

spatial and agent heterogeneity of LUCC in an exurban context with land market 

representation, with a focus on the first (i.e. spatial analysis of observation and 

monitoring data) and third (i.e. modeling) challenges. Specifically, this thesis intends 

to connect LUCC patterns with the processes of residential choice at micro-level. It 

will, on the one hand, empirically enrich our understanding of LUCC at individual 

parcel level and confirm some inferences made by previous studies, and on the other 

hand, be of use to theoretically improve our modeling practice and to reconcile some 

conflicts in previous findings. In other words, this study provides a close link to 

previous research and attempts to analyze and simulate LUCC from the household 

perspective. To achieve this purpose, the following objectives were defined: 

 Analyze temporal changes of the quantity and patterns of land covers within 

exurban residential parcel in a case study in Southeastern Michigan (SEM) 

over the past four decades (1960 to 2000) 

 Explore and test the features of land-cover patterns in exurban SEM suggested 

by previous research (An et al., 2010; Nassauer et al., 2009; Robinson, 2012); 

specifically, examine the temporal changes of land covers grouped by parcel 

size, and test for a convergent trend in the quantity and pattern of land covers 

due to neighborhood effects. 

 Summarize and compare the applications of agent-based modeling in 

simulating residential choices in an urban context, with a focus on the progress 

of their representation of agent heterogeneity, land market processes, and 

output measurement. 

 Identity and discuss the research gaps underlying these simulation attempts in 

order to theoretically and empirically improve developments of ABMs. 

 Use a stylized Agent-based land market model (ABLMM), named LUXE 
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(Land Use in eXurban Environments) which simulates residential choices in a 

land market, to investigate the multidimensional effects of agent heterogeneity 

on spatial and socioeconomic patterns of development under different degrees 

of market representation. 

 

1.3.2 Research questions 

To reach the goal, the following six research questions were formulated: 

Q1: How are land-cover composition and configuration altered at the parcel level 

during the period from 1960 to 2000 in the exurban areas of Southeastern 

Michigan? 

Q2: Is the land-cover pattern of individual parcels consistent with the neighborhood 

appearance over time? Is it possible to identify representative parcels that have 

experienced a convergence process, in which land-cover quantities and/or 

patterns in exurban residential parcels conform the neighborhood appearance? 

Q3: How do existing applications of ABMs fill in the continuum that runs from purely 

theoretical to extensively empirical models? 

Q4: What are the differences among existing ABMs that simulating urban residential 

choices in handling agent heterogeneity, land market components and output 

measurement? 

Q5: How does agents’ heterogeneity in incomes and in locational preferences 

theoretically affect emerging land-use patterns? How does the degree of 

heterogeneity in the agents’ population affect spatial and economic phenomena? 

And do the collective effects from multiple sources of agent heterogeneity vary 

under different market representations? 

Q6: Do the outcomes of the theoretical monocentric city differ in different 

representations of market elements, especially in the existence of agent 

heterogeneity? Are different representations of market elements able to reconcile 

some conflicting results about the effects of agent heterogeneity drawn by other 

models? 
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1.4 Thesis Outline 

The current thesis consists of six chapters. After the Introduction, Chapter 2 briefly 

introduces and explains the methodology used in the thesis. It consists of land-cover 

change measurement using landscape metrics and local indicators of spatial 

association, a extensive review of ABMs simulating residential choices in urban areas, 

and an experimental design to explore the effects of land market representations and 

agent heterogeneity on the outputs. 

Chapter 3 examines the temporal change of land cover composition and 

configuration at the parcel level in exurban areas of southeastern Michigan. The 

differences in quantities and patterns of land covers among nine levels parcel size are 

presented, and the similarity of landscape design in the neighborhood is tested.  

Chapter 4 offers a review of the developments in ABMs of urban residential 

choices. Fifty-one relevant models were reviewed, which fall into three general 

categories – (i) urban land-use models based on classical theories; (ii) different stages 

of the urbanization process; and (iii) models integrated with ABM and 

microsimulation. Their features are summarized and compared within each category. 

In addition, this chapter focuses on the applications of three fundamental features: 

agent heterogeneity, representation of land market processes, and measurement of a 

broad range of outputs. 

Based on a stylized agent-based land market model, LUXE (Land Use in 

eXurban Environments), Chapter 5 presents the effects of multidimensional agents’ 

heterogeneity on the spatial and socioeconomic patterns of urban land use change 

under various market representations. Two sources of agent heterogeneity are 

examined: budget heterogeneity, which imposes constraints on the affordability of 

land, and preference heterogeneity, which determines location choice. The effects of 

the two dimensions of agents’ heterogeneity are systematically explored across 

different market representations (e.g., heterogeneous preferences, budget constraints, 

and competitive bidding) through three experiments. 
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The last Conclusion Chapter summarizes the findings from the previous three 

chapters. It provides generals answers to the six research questions in section 1.2.2. It 

also provides a discussion on the further directions to improve current work. 
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Chapter 2 Methodology 

The core challenge in this thesis is to understand exurban residential development 

from the bottom up. In order to disentangle the complexity of LUCC in exurban areas, 

two streams of methods are adopted to solve the observation and monitoring (i.e., 

spatial analysis of land-cover and parcel data) challenge and the modeling challenge 

addressed by Turner et al. (2007). This chapter offers a general framework of the two 

streams of methods used in this thesis (Figure 2-1). 

 

Exurban LUCC

Landscape metrics
Land-cover 
dynamics

Neighborhood 
effects

Local Indicators of 
spatial association

Agent 
heterogeneity

Land market 
representation

Model development

Experiment design

Reviewing
ABM

Analyzing

Modeling

 

Figure 2-1 General framework of the thesis (The ellipse represents the core object. 

The diamonds represent different methods. The rectangles represent study objects.) 

 

2.1 Analyzing temporal changes of exurban LUCC 

The first series of methods are used to measure the temporal changes of exurban 
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LUCC from the parcel perspective. These analyses are based on a dataset constructed 

by Robinson (2012). To address the first two research questions proposed by the 

thesis, two kinds of statistics are calculated for four major land covers (i.e. tree cover, 

impervious structure, maintained lawn and open fields) within exurban residential 

parcels and in the neighborhood respectively. The other three land-cover types (i.e. 

saturated areas, open water, cropland) were excluded because they are not common 

features found in exurban residential parcels. 

The first kind of statistics are landscape metrics, which are used for analyzing 

the spatiotemporal changes of land-cover quantity and patterns (McGarigal et al., 

2002). Five metrics are chosen because they can capture the main characteristics of 

landscape patterns, and they are consistent with the previous study by Robinson 

(2012). The five metrics describe different properties of landscape pattern. For each 

land-cover type, they are: (1) total land cover for the quantity; (2) number of patches 

and (3) mean patch size for the degree of fragmentation, (4) edge density for the edge 

characteristics; and (5) area weighted mean shape index. 

The second kind of statistics includes two local indicators of spatial 

associations calculated by Geoda (Anselin et al., 2006). To investigate the 

neighborhood effects on the quantity and patterns of land covers in nearby residential 

parcels, the local Moran’s I is used to measure spatial similarity of each landscape in a 

Queen’s case of neighborhood design (i.e., nearest 8 neighbors). The temporal change 

of average local Moran’s I will indicate whether the similarity of landscape patterns in 

the neighborhood becomes greater over time. In addition, to identify parcels that are 

significantly similar to their neighbors, the cluster index is calculated for all the 

parcels. For each period, parcels are further divided into two subsets: one consisting 

of newly developed parcels in that period and the other composed of parcels 

developed before that period. The temporal changes in the numbers of parcels that are 

significantly similar to their neighbors from the two subsets of parcels can indicate 

which subset is the major force for the spatial similarity of landscape patterns in the 

neighborhood.  
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2.2 Exploring exurban LUCC by ABM 

After the measurement efforts, the technique of agent-based modeling is adopted to 

link the theoretical patterns of exurban development and individual households from 

the bottom up. To achieve the goal of experiment design, I first reviewed 51 ABMs in 

the domain of urban land-use change models. Two important features (among others), 

the representation of land-market process and agent heterogeneity, are identified as 

playing an important role in affecting patterns and characteristics of exurban 

development. In addition to the review, a stylized agent-based land market model, 

LUXE (Land Use in eXurban Environments) was developed by the SLUCE2 research 

team (Parker et al., 2012a; Sun et al., in review). Then a series of experiments were 

designed to examine effects of multi-dimensional agent heterogeneity under different 

market conditions. 

The LUXE model is developed on the basis of two previous ABMs, ALMA 

and SOME (see Sun et al., in review for more details). It can simulate exchange and 

transaction prices of land between sellers (i.e. landowners) and buyers (i.e. 

households). Four levels of market representation, from the most minimal scenario 

without either budget constraints or competitive bidding to a complex scenario with 

both budget constraints and competitive bidding, were designed by the team to 

explore the impacts of land market representations on model outcomes. I measured 

the outputs by six metrics (i.e. mean transport cost, total developed parcels, edge 

density, mean utility, mean transaction price and Theil index) from landscape, socio-

economic and individual perspectives.  

I designed three series of experiments to gradually disentangle the collective 

effects of multi-dimensional agent heterogeneity and multi-level land market 

representations. In the first experiment, agent heterogeneity is introduced by changing 
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either buyers’ preferences or their budgets
2
. The Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test is used 

to test tests whether the six metrics between heterogeneous agents and homogeneous 

agents differ under each market level. In the second experiment, the magnitudes of 

heterogeneity in budget and preference are increased gradually and respectively in 

each market level. The results can provide insights on the effects of variations of 

agent heterogeneity on spatial and socioeconomic outputs. The standard deviations of 

both preference and budget are changed simultaneously in the last experiment to 

evaluate the collective effects of multiple sources of agent heterogeneity under each 

market level.   

In summary, a framework of various methods are implemented to measure and 

model exurban development from the bottom up, including measurement of landscape 

patterns and spatial autocorrelation, reviewing and developing of agent-based land-

use change models, and designing of experiments. This framework is helpful to 

understand exurban LUCC at an individual household level because it can combine 

empirical findings from measuring land-cover dynamics and theoretical findings from 

modeling land-use changes. It also combines inductive and deductive methods 

together to simulate emergent patterns of exurban LUCC from cumulative effect of 

individual behaviors.   

 

  

                                                             

2  Budget and preference follow a normal distribution. When agents are 

heterogeneous, the mean values of budget and preference remains constant but their 

standard deviation values vary. When agents are homogeneous, the standard 

deviations of budget and preference are 0. 
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Chapter 3 Land-cover convergence among 

exurban residential parcels: a case study in 

Southeastern Michigan 

3.1 Introduction 

Rapid urbanization process have changed regional landscapes at an unprecedented 

speed over the past several decades (Elvidge et al., 2004).  Between 1950 and 2011, 

the urban population has increased nearly fivefold from 0.75 to approximately 3.6 

billion worldwide (UN, 2012). A similar situation has been observed in developed 

countries. Alig et al. (2004) found, in the United States, that land devoted to 

developed area as a percentage of total land area increased from 3.9 to 5.2% between 

1982 and 1997, and they anticipate that this trend will continue over the next 25 years. 

Urbanization in the United States is manifested by an increasing density in existing 

urban areas coupled with a low-density expansion along the urban-rural fringe (i.e. 

exurban areas). 

Although definitions and divisions of land from urban to suburban, exurban, 

and rural vary from study to study, there is consensus that, compared to the amount of 

area classified as urban, the amount of area classified as exurban is substantially 

greater (Ban and Ahlqvist, 2007; Berube et al., 2006; Brown et al., 2005a; Clark et al., 

2009; Theobald, 2001, 2005). In addition, housing and population density is much 

lower in exurban areas than urban areas. Brown et al. (2005a) found that, in the 

conterminous United States, the area of land classified as exurban (housing density 

between 1 unit per 1 acre to 40 acres) increased from about 5% (270 608 km
2
) of total 

land area of the conterminous U.S. in 1950 to about 25% (1.39 million km
2
) by 2000. 

In contrast, over the same period, the area of land classified as urban (housing density 

greater than 1 unit per 1 acre) only increased from less than 1% (19 296 km
2
) to 

nearly 2% (93 538 km
2
).  Based on demographic and economic data from 1990 to 
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2005, the typical occupation of land per home in exurban census tracts is 14 acres 

(Berube et al., 2006), which is higher than the national average (0.8 acres per home). 

Based on another classification of exurban area at the county level, Nelson (1992) 

estimated that, in 1985, average population density in exurbia is about 24 persons per 

km
2
,
 
in contrast to about 372 and 199 in urban and suburban areas respectively. 

The fast-paced growth of low-density exurban development draws attention to 

its potential impacts on ecosystems and social life – landscape fragmentation (Irwin 

and Bockstael, 2007) and consequent degradation of habitat and natural resources; 

excessive travel and accompanying congestion and increased greenhouse gas 

emissions; increasing costs in energy, infrastructure and public service; loss of 

agricultural land or open space; residential segregation and downtown decay. (Ewing, 

2008b; Nechyba and Walsh, 2004). 

Measuring and monitoring land-use and land-cover change (LUCC) plays a 

fundamental role in understanding exurban residential development and its 

consequences. Existing literature describes the quantity and pattern of LUCC at 

national or regional scales (Clark et al., 2009; Irwin and Bockstael, 2007; Theobald, 

2005). However, little is known about the temporal change of land-cover patterns 

within residential parcels (Robinson, 2012). Current results show that the quantity and 

pattern of land-cover types within parcels exhibit some distinctive features. For 

example, not only the quantity of land-cover types but also its patterns differ 

significantly with parcel size (Robinson, 2012). Theobald (2001) found that 

impervious features cover up to 60 percent of land within parcels at high residential 

density area (more than one patch of impervious surface per 2 acres), but the 

proportion of impervious surface declines rapidly in areas with lower residential 

density and is indistinguishable from nearby agricultural area.  

Fine-scale land-cover data provide the opportunity to analyze the distinctive 

patterns and ecological effects of exurban sprawl at the parcel level for several 

reasons. First, although existing studies have shown the scattering pattern of exurban 

sprawl at the county or regional level (Compas, 2007; Robinson, 2005), low 

resolution data or pixel-based classification of land-cover types alone cannot fully 
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capture the changes of land-cover patterns within residential parcels (Blaschke, 2010). 

Studies have found that the area of exurban settlements derived from classified 

satellite imagery is substantially underestimated, because the impervious surface 

occupies a small area and has a low spatial density, and thus likely to be classified as 

the nearby dominant land use, and other land covers within the large boundaries of 

exurban residential parcels are likely to be classified as non-residential use (Ridd, 

1995; Theobald, 2001). 

Second, the parcel is the areal unit at which land-cover decisions and land-

management strategies are made by land owners and other stakeholders (Evans and 

Kelley, 2004; Theobald, 2005). Results have found that land management varies with 

land-use type and parcel size, even when parcels have similar land covers (Brown et 

al., 2005a; Irwin and Bockstael, 2007). For instance, residential parcels are expected 

to have more regular land management than undeveloped parcels, such as irrigation, 

fertilization, leaf litter removal, and addition of herbicides and pesticides. In contrast, 

parcels with fewer anthropogenic activities will exhibit a different condition of 

ecological process and nutrient exchange. 

Additionally, within residential parcels, residents prefer different landscape 

designs, which consist of diverse proportions of land covers (i.e. mown turfgrass, 

shrubs, and trees) and demand different degrees of land management (Nassauer et al., 

2009). In other words, the differences in land management will lead to different 

ecological consequences (Alberti, 2008; Forman, 2008; Heimlich and Anderson, 

2001; Robinson et al., in press; Termorshuizen and Opdam, 2009), e.g., habitat 

disturbance, biodiversity, soil quality, carbon and water flux. In addition to ecological 

processes, land-cover patterns at the parcel-level also show linkages to various 

socioeconomic indicators (e.g., the relationship between measure of percent open 

space, land use diversity and fragmentation with housing price  (Geoghegan et al., 

1997); the relationship between vegetation richness and medium family income at the 

neighborhood level (Martin et al., 2004); the relationship between tree and impervious 

covers with household income and population density (Iverson and Cook, 2000; 

Talarchek, 1990) and the relationship between tree cover and tree species in within 
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parcel with resident’s cultural background (Fraser and Kenney, 2000)), shared land-

management strategies (Lambin et al., 2003) and aesthetic levels (Wu et al., 2004). 

Therefore, evaluating the land-cover dynamics within parcels may provide insightful 

information for bottom-up simulation that links landowners or developers’ decisions 

on land cover and land management with ecosystem functions and consequences 

(Robinson et al., in press). 

Third, the temporal change of land-cover patterns at parcel level can shed light 

on neighborhood effects and path dependence of land conversion. Based on an online 

survey, Nassauer and colleagues (2009) found that homeowners prefer to buy a house 

with a front yard design that is consistent with neighborhood appearance. However, 

these stated preferences still need to be confirmed by carefully examining the real 

dynamic of land cover pattern within residential parcels. In a separate study of the 

same region,  An et al. (2010) reported that the timing and driving forces for exurban 

residential development vary by the type of development. They suggested that 

developers have a large influence on the neighborhood landscape and the timing of 

development. Hence, the collective influences of neighborhood effects and path 

dependency of development require investigation retrieved from parcel-level or sub-

parcel level data (e.g., multiple land management units within a parcel). 

The results presented by this chapter aim to shed light on our understanding of 

temporal changes in the quantity and pattern of land covers in exurban residential 

parcels at the urban-rural fringe in the following ways. First, this study provides an 

attempt to analyze temporal land-cover changes within exurban residential parcels. 

The results can be further used by non-stationary and bottom-up approaches for 

spatial analyses and simulation, such as survival analysis (An et al., 2010), duration 

modeling (Irwin et al., 2003) and agent-based modeling (Evans et al., 2001). Second, 

the results can be used to link the pattern and process at micro level and provide an 

opportunity to investigate the consequences of land-cover changes in exurban 

residential parcels, for instance, their impacts on carbon release, habitat 

fragmentation, biodiversity, and housing/parcel prices. Third, the findings can be used 

to verify the neighborhood effects suggested by stated preference surveys (Nassauer et 
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al., 2009) and to explore the process of the neighborhood effects brought by new 

residents (or developers) and existing residents.  

Building on the findings and data used in a previous paper (Robinson, 2012), 

this chapter examines the temporal changes in exurban land-cover composition and 

configuration at the parcel and parcel-neighborhood level. To address this overarching 

goal, three specific questions are addressed: (1) How are land-cover composition and 

configuration altered at the parcel level during the period 1960 to 2000 in the exurban 

areas of Southeastern Michigan? (2) Is the land-cover pattern of an individual parcel 

consistent with the neighborhood appearance over time? And (3) is it possible to 

identify representative parcels that have experienced a convergence process
3
, in which 

land-cover quantities and/or patterns in exurban residential parcels conform the 

neighborhood appearance? 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 begins with an 

introduction of the study area and a general description of the land-cover data. Then, 

the methods of analysis of temporal changes of land-cover patterns and local spatial 

autocorrelation, and identification of representative parcels that are similar to their 

neighbors are explained in detail in section 3.3. In section 3.4, we report our findings 

on the three research questions respectively. Finally, general conclusions are 

summarized in section 3.5, and the potential implications and limitations of this study 

are discussed. 

 

3.2 Study Area and data 

3.2.1 Study area 

The analysis was implemented in three townships, Pittsfield, Ray and Scio 

Townships, in Southeastern Michigan, which have undergone a pronounced exurban 

                                                             

3 The convergence is defined as land-cover quantities and/or patterns in exurban 

residential parcels conform the neighborhood appearance, as measured by the increase 

of the averages of local Moran’s I for landscape metrics. 
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sprawl from 1960 on (Brown, 2003). In 1960, the land use is primarily agrarian in the 

three townships. Ray township is located at rural area of the city of Detroit, while 

Pittsfield and Scio are located at the urban-rural fringe of the cities of Ann. They have 

witnessed a transition from primarily agricultural use in 1960 to residential use in 

2000 (see Figure 3-1).  

 

 

Figure 3-1 Location map of the study area  

 

3.2.2 Data  

Longitudinal and cross-sectional land-cover and parcel maps are collected by a 

previous study (Robinson, 2012). Parcels classified as single-family residential and 

not connected to urban infrastructure, such as a sewer system, were selected for the 

sample (see Figure 3-2). Due to the lack of archived historical parcel boundary data, a 

visual interpretation process was used to retrieve historical data from the original data 

in 2003. The process extracts residential parcels that do not change their size, shape, 

or land-use status in earlier dates. Parcels that are divided or merged over time were 

removed. Seven types of land cover (i.e. tree cover, open fields, maintained lawn, 

impervious structure, saturated areas, open water, cropland) were identified from 
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aerial photographs by manual interpretation and digitalized at decadal steps from 

approximately 1960 to 2000 at a minimum mapping unit of 10 meters. Parcel 

boundary data were obtained from corresponding counties in 2003. A more detailed 

explanation for the land cover and historical parcel creation methods and quality 

assessment is given elsewhere (Robinson, 2012).  

 

 

Figure 3-2 Residential parcels in a subarea of Pittsfield Township, Michigan, from 

year 1955 to 2000. Parcels shown are those developed prior to the reported date. The 

number of parcels will increase and land cover within parcels may change over time.  
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3.3 Methods 

To address the three research questions, the spatiotemporal dynamics of land-cover 

patterns are measured by landscape metrics within each parcel (McGarigal et al., 

2002). Consensus exists that a small set of landscape metrics is sufficient to capture 

the main characteristics of landscape pattern (Li and Wu, 2004; Wu et al., 2011). 

Based on these findings and the correlation among different metrics, five metrics were 

chosen by Robinson (2012, pg. 59-60) that describe “land-cover proportions and 

quantity (i.e., total land cover, TLC), edge characteristics (i.e., edge density, ED), 

degree of fragmentation (i.e., number of patches, NP and mean patch size, MPS), and 

shape (i.e., area weighted mean shape index, AWMSI)”. To maintain continuity and 

extend the analysis of land-cover change, this chapter uses these same metrics. The 

functions for each landscape metric (McGarigal et al., 2002) are given below: 

TLC

E
ED                                                                                                                (3-1) 
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where, E stands for total length of edges for a land-cover type, pi and ai are perimeter 

and area of the ith patch for a land-cover type respectively. ED varies from 0 to 4 in a 

raster division of space. In this context, consistent with the previous study (Robinson, 

2012), we assumes that parcels with higher value of ED suggest more fragmented 

patterns and vice versa. AWMSI is 1 when the patch is most compact (i.e., a square in 

a raster division of space) and will increase when the geometric shape is distorted.  

To assess the temporal change in land-cover composition and configuration in 

residential parcels from 1960 to 2000 (i.e. research question 1), each parcel was 

attributed with the following information:  (1) timing of development (e.g., before 

1960s, between 1970 to 1980), (2) parcel size, and (3) five landscape metrics 

calculated for four main land-cover types (i.e. tree cover, open fields, maintained 
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lawn, impervious structure) in each available time period. Landscape metrics for the 

other three land-cover types (i.e. saturated areas, open water, cropland) were excluded 

because the three land-cover types are not common features found in exurban 

residential parcels. Results were stratified by parcel size to coincide with previous 

work (Robinson, 2012).  

To examine the neighborhood effects on the quantity and pattern of land 

covers in nearby residential parcels (i.e. research question 2), one of the local 

indicators of spatial association (LISA), local Moran’s I (LMI)
4
, is used to measure 

spatial similarity of landscape metrics (Anselin et al., 2006). The LMI can be 

calculated as below: 

 
j ijii zzw•zLMI )(,                                                                                (3-4) 

where zi is the value of a landscape metric in a parcel i, wi,j stands for the 

neighborhood weight matrix and z  denotes the mean value of the landscape metric in 

the neighborhood. In this study, the LMIs across landscape metrics of land-cover 

types are calculated for all parcels at each time period, using the first order Queen’s 

case of neighborhood design (i.e., nearest 8 neighbors in raster division). Values of 

LMI range from -1 to 1. For each landscape metric, a -1 value of LMI indicates the 

values of that metric in a neighborhood are completely different, while a 1 value 

suggests they are identical. A zero value indicates the values of that metric are 

randomly distributed in the neighborhood. The changes in the average values of LMI 

for all the parcels can reflect the spatial similarity of landscape metrics in the 

neighborhood globally. 

However, the reasons for the observed changes of average LMIs are complex 

                                                             

4 Both local Moran’s I and local Geary’s C are indicators of spatial autocorrelation. 

The equation of local Geary’s C (LGC) is:  
j jiji zzw•LGC 2

, )( . The values 

of LGC vary from 0 to 2. A 1 value means there is no spatial autocorrelation. Values 

higher than 1 mean increasing negative spatial autocorrelation, whilst values lower 

than 1 illustrate increasing positive spatial autocorrelation. LGC is inversely related to 

LMI. I choose LMI because it can be calculated by GeoDa and its significance can be 

tested in Geoda (Anselin et al., 2006). 
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as the values of LMI depend on both the number of neighbors and the degree of 

spatial autocorrelation. For a given parcel, it may gain new neighbors over time; 

meanwhile its own and/or its neighbors’ land-cover composition and configuration 

may change. Collectively, it is difficult to trace the reasons for the changes of average 

LMIs. Therefore, additional approaches are implemented to identify representative 

parcels that adopt similar land-cover patterns to their neighbors (i.e. research question 

3). 

The cluster index (CI), another LISA statistic, can be used to identify parcels 

that are significantly similar to their neighbors (Anselin, 1995). The cluster index is a 

by-product of the significance test of LMI. It tests the significance of LMI by a 

conditional randomization process, in which the values (in this case, landscape metric 

values) in the neighborhood are permutated 10,000 times (Anselin, 1995). For a 

parcel, the value of CI can divide LMIs into three categories: not significant (category 

I), significantly similar (category II) and significantly dissimilar (category III) (as 

illustrated in Figure 3-3). Since the aim is to identify representative parcels that have 

similar land-cover patterns to their neighbors, we focus on the parcels in category II, 

in which their landscape metrics are significantly similar to their neighbors. 

Meanwhile, for each period, we divide the parcels into two sets. One consists of 

newly developed parcels (hereafter referred to as the “New” parcels) in each period 

and the other is composed of parcels already developed (hereafter referred to as the 

“Old” parcels) in that period. 
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Categories Color Meaning in the study 

I White The value of a landscape metric in a parcel isn’t significantly 

similar or dissimilar to the values in the neighborhood 

(p>0.05). 

II Red The value of a landscape metric in a parcel is significantly 

similar to the values in the neighborhood (p<0.05). 

III Blue The value of a landscape metric in a parcel is significantly 

dissimilar to the values in the neighborhood (p<0.05). 

Figure 3-3 Temporal change of the three categories of LMIs by cluster index for a 

landscape metric in a sample area of Pittsfield from 1980 to 1990 (parcel # 1 and 2 are 

Old parcels that remained in category II; parcel # 3 is an Old parcel changing from 

category II to category I; parcel # 4 to # 6 are Old parcels changing from category I 

and III to category II respectively; and parcel # 7 and 8 are New parcels added in 

1990 and belonging to category II). 

 

For each landscape metric, the temporal change of the number of parcels 

belonging to category II (N) can indicate whether there are more parcels having 

similar values of that landscape metric over time. For a specific time period, several 

processes may affect the temporal changes of N (see the examples in Figure 3-3): (1) 

the number of Old parcels remaining in category II from a previous period to this 

period (parcel # 1 and 2 in Figure 3-3); (2) the number of Old parcels that change 

from category II in a previous period to category I or III in this period (parcel # 3 in 

Figure 3-3); (3) the number of Old parcel that change from category I or III in a 

previous period to category II in this period (parcel # 4 to 6 in Figure 3-3); and (4) the 
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number of New parcels belonging to category II that are added in the period (parcel # 

7 and 8 in Figure 3-3). In such a way, we are able to find out whether the Old parcels 

or the New parcel contribute to the change of N. 

 

3.4 Result analysis 

3.4.1 Parcel distribution  

Results show that the last four decades witnessed an extensive amount of exurban 

residential development (Table 3-1). The total number of residential parcels increased 

more than tenfold within our study area. Similarly, the total parcel area classified as 

exurban residential increased nearly 15 times. Collectively, over the same period of 

time, the average parcel size also increased by 16.25% from 1.98 acres to 2.30 acres.  

 

Table 3-1Main characteristics of residential parcels from 1960 to 2000 

 Total number 

of parcels 

Total land 

cover (acres) 

Average parcel 

size (acres) 

Standard deviation of 

parcel size (acres) 

1960 348 687.37 1.98 2.32 

1970 1065 1964.38 1.84 2.22 

1980 1633 3437.80 2.11 2.58 

1990 2829 6467.50 2.29 2.82 

2000 4464 10250.56 2.30 3.06 

 

Despite the rapid expansion of area classified as exurban development, the 

distribution of parcel sizes only have minor changes in 1970 and remain relatively 

stable in the other decades observed (Figure 3-4). A large proportion of parcels (about 

75%) have a parcel size below the average parcel size (smaller than 2 acres, see Table 

3-1). Among the nine levels of parcel size, parcels with a size from 0 to 1 acres 

account for the largest proportion. Less than 20% of all the parcels have a size larger 

than 4 acres. 
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Figure 3-4 Distribution of parcels stratified by 9 levels of parcel size from 1960 to 

2000 

 

Figure 3-5 Number of parcels grouped by parcel size from 1960 to 2000 
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In terms of the growth in the number of exurban residential parcels grouped by 

parcel size (shown in Figure 3-5), invariably, the number of parcels in each bin of 

parcel size increased over time. Parcels with a size smaller than 2 acres (i.e., the first 

two bins) outnumbered other levels of parcel size prominently. As indicated by the 

pervious study (Robinson, 2012), the quantity and pattern of land-cover types 

significantly differ with parcel size, so it is necessary to keep in mind that the large 

amount of small size parcels will have a predominant influence on the average values 

of landscape metrics. 

 

3.4.2 Temporal patterns of land cover  

The quantity and pattern of each land cover show some distinctive features. Table 

3-2 reports the average value of each landscape metric among all the residential 

parcels for four land-cover types. The average area of tree cover and the average 

number of patches of tree cover increased steadily over the four decades, as indicated 

by the increases in average TLC and NP in Table 3-2. The standard deviations of NP 

for tree cover are the largest among the four land-cover types, which implies a 

diversity in number of tree-cover patches in exurban residential parcels. The values of 

ED and AWMSI also increased over time, except a slight decrease in ED from 1980 

from 1990. This indicates that the distribution of tree-cover patches became more 

fragmented and the shape of tree-cover patches became more irregular. These changes 

may be explained by multiple factors, for instance, growth of trees around the edges 

of patches, and/or establishments of new growth areas for trees.  

Average area of impervious structure had a moderate increase over time with a 

decline in 1970. The average number of patches fluctuated between 1.0 and 1.3, 

which combined with small standard deviations of NP suggests that most parcels have 

only one patch of impervious structure. This is consistent with the previous result that 

majority of parcels are in small size and thus have only one patch of impervious 

structure. The slightly higher average patch number can come from large parcels 
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which may have additional patches of impervious structure (e.g., separate storage 

buildings).   

 

Table 3-2 Summary statistics for landscape metrics for the four land-cover types from 

1960 to 2000  

 TLC (m
2
) NP MPS (m

2
) ED AWMSI 

 mean SD mean SD mean SD mean SD mean SD 

Tree cover 

1960 1649.04 3553.66 1.36 1.34 1025.13 2115.60 0.23 0.36 1.19 0.81 

1970 1809.97 4498.21 1.32 1.38 1048.93 2461.79 0.33 1.26 1.24 0.91 

1980 2292.81 4894.36 1.44 1.29 1555.12 3686.41 0.33 1.42 1.41 0.89 

1990 3051.88 6568.96 1.59 1.45 2034.42 4700.88 0.31 1.29 1.48 0.92 

2000 3100.42 7217.01 1.64 1.61 1907.15 5208.56 0.33 1.95 1.48 1.01 

Impervious structure 

1960 652.93 502.39 1.24 0.67 555.68 420.22 0.35 1.01 1.77 0.58 

1970 598.87 359.50 1.04 0.36 573.60 353.03 0.34 1.13 1.83 0.69 

1980 658.91 434.64 1.05 0.34 627.25 417.30 0.35 1.16 1.94 0.80 

1990 666.06 441.56 1.36 0.89 552.88 395.19 0.38 1.09 2.01 0.87 

2000 714.36 573.98 1.10 0.43 658.77 546.88 0.35 1.17 1.96 0.83 

Maintained lawn 

1960 2609.96 3235.45 1.30 0.80 2029.31 2770.01 0.21 0.61 1.64 0.72 

1970 3073.24 3221.55 1.25 0.76 2598.31 2991.39 0.16 0.32 1.69 0.65 

1980 3456.52 4140.50 1.29 0.76 2877.64 3649.00 0.21 1.08 1.68 0.67 

1990 3553.09 4731.67 1.48 1.03 2683.12 3915.92 0.21 0.92 1.67 0.71 

2000 3310.66 4240.52 1.41 0.90 2617.89 3591.32 0.26 3.37 1.78 0.69 

Open fields 

1960 1064.34 4772.73 0.21 0.48 903.09 4088.97 0.04 0.16 0.34 0.80 

1970 698.01 3124.91 0.21 0.58 563.99 2703.62 0.25 4.16 0.34 0.90 

1980 1088.26 4406.25 0.27 0.60 893.52 3809.89 0.13 0.86 0.44 1.00 

1990 672.21 3575.98 0.18 0.62 463.73 2741.81 0.08 0.74 0.24 0.81 

2000 1351.45 5089.58 0.33 0.79 1000.94 3920.33 0.24 2.48 0.45 0.93 

 

Compared to the other three land-cover types, on average, maintained lawn 

occupied the largest amount of area across all parcels. The average TLC of maintained 

lawn increased from 1960 to 1990 but decreased slightly after 1990. Like impervious 

structure, the average number of patches of maintained lawn fluctuated between 1.25 

and 1.48 because exurban residential parcels usually have one to two patches of 

maintained lawn (e.g., a front yard and a back yard).  

By definition, open fields constituted areas that consisted of tall-grass prairie, 

unmanaged turfgrass or other grasses, or other natural areas not identifiable as 
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maintained lawn or tree cover. Partly because of this “catch all” category and because 

it acts as a transition zone between managed and unmanaged land as well as between 

maintained lawn and tree cover, partly because not every parcel has open fields, no 

metric showed an observable trend over time for open fields. Therefore, the average 

values of the five landscape metrics fluctuate in this land cover, as indicated by the 

large values in standard deviations of TLC and MPS.  

In summary, multiple factors influence the average values of landscape metrics 

over time. First, they are affected by the distribution of parcel size. The results show 

that the majority of small size parcels have a great influence on the average values of 

metrics. Second, they are also affected by the differences in characteristics of land-

cover quantity and pattern among parcel sizes. For instance, the standard deviation of 

a given metric will be much lower if the metric remains relatively stable among 

different parcel sizes rather than increases with parcel size. 

 

3.4.3 Temporal dynamic of spatial autocorrelation  

To investigate temporal change of spatial autocorrelations of metrics, local Moran’s I 

(LMI) are calculated for each metric of the four main land-cover types. Average LMIs 

(parcels that do not have neighbor in the defined neighborhood are excluded in the 

calculation of the average values) for each landscape metrics of land covers are 

depicted in Figure 3-6. 

Results for average LMIs suggest that some convergence of land-cover patterns 

within neighborhoods (as indicated by the increase of average LMIs) occurs between 

1980 and 2000. The mean values of LMI for almost all metrics except ED for the 

three major land covers (except open fields) increased in the time period between 

1980 and 2000. This convergence is not seen in 1960 and 1970 for different reasons. 

In 1960, the average LMIs for some metrics (e.g., MPS of tree cover and 

maintained lawn) are large (greater than the values in 2000), due to a small sample 

size (Table 3-2). The small sample size results from a small number of parcels (i.e., 

348) that are predominantly isolated and dispersed across space, which excludes most 
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from our LMI calculations because of the lack of neighbors. Thus, the mean values of 

LMI only account for a small sample of parcels which may have prominently large 

LMIs. 

 

 

Figure 3-6 Temporal dynamic of average local Moran’s I for the four land cover types 

from 1960 to 2000. 

 

In 1970, there are spikes and dips in the average values of LMI for most metrics 

of tree cover, impervious structure and maintained lawn.  These spikes and dips 

reconfirm previous findings that the dominant parcel size has impacts on the quantity 

and pattern of land-cover types. As illustrated in Figure 3-4, in comparison to the 

other four time periods, there are many more parcels with a size between 1 to 2 acres 

and fewer parcels with a size between 4 and 6 acres in 1970. It means the influence of 

small size parcels is in its highest in 1970. Combined with previous findings 

(Robinson, 2012) that the metrics for tree cover and maintained lawn differ 

significantly with parcel size, it is logical to infer that in 1970 the spatial 

autocorrelation will increase because the majority of parcels are small size parcels 

with similar metric values. In contrast, with regard to impervious surface, the same 
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study (Robinson, 2012) found the metrics remain relatively consistent among parcel 

size. Therefore, the spatial autocorrelation does not increase in 1970.  

 

Similar reasons may explain the increasing trend of average LMI from 1980 to 

2000. First, the distribution of parcels grouped by their sizes remains relatively stable 

from 1980 to 2000 (see Figure 3-4). In other words, the dominant parcels are small 

size parcels. They may lead to the increase in spatial autocorrelation. In addition, 

parcels may have more neighbors as some new parcels are developed around existing 

ones.  

As illustrated in the previous section, the metrics for open fields fluctuate over 

time. Therefore, the LMIs also exhibit a fluctuating trend over time. For the 

fragmentation of patches indicated by ED, LMIs for the four land covers are relatively 

low and close to zero. This indicates a random spatial distribution of fragmentation. 

The result is consistent with the result in Table 3-2 that the standard deviations of ED 

for the four land covers are relatively large. 

In summary, we found some evidence that the quantity and pattern of three major 

land covers (i.e. tree cover, impervious structure, and maintain lawn) in exurban 

residential parcels become more spatially similar over time. The reason for the 

conformity in the neighborhood may arise from multiple factors because the value of 

LMI for a specific parcel depends both on the number of neighbors as well as their 

metric values. However, it is difficult to identify parcels that change their land-cover 

composition and configuration to conform neighborhood appearance from the 

increases in average values of LMI. The identification of parcels that are gradually 

becoming similar to their neighbors is investigated in the next section. 

  

 

3.4.4 Identification of parcels conforming to their neighbors 

Based on the results of the cluster index (CI) explained in the Methods section, there 

are an increasing number of parcels that are significantly similar to their neighbors 
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over time. From Table 3-3, this trend can be found for all the three major land-cover 

types (Open fields are excluded in this section because, as found in previous section, 

there is no obvious convergence of patterns occurring over time). For each period, the 

total number of parcels that are significantly similar to their neighbors identified by 

the cluster index can come from three subsets of parcels. The first subset (Subset I) 

consists of the Old parcels that remain significantly similar to their neighbors from the 

previous period to current period. The second (Subset II) is composed of the Old 

parcels that change from not significant or significantly different in the previous 

period to significantly similar in current period. And the third (Subset III) are the New 

parcels in current period that are significantly similar to their neighbors. The number 

for each subset is also recorded in Table 3-3 over time. 

The main source for the increase in the number of parcels that are significantly 

similar to their neighbors comes from the New parcels. For most landscape metrics, 

the percentage of Subset III (the New parcels) exceed the percentage of the other two 

subsets substantially from 1970 to 1990, and are still large in 2000. These New 

parcels may be developed around Old parcels and adopt similar land-cover patterns 

(parcel # 7 in Figure 3-3 is an example) to the Old ones, or they may be created in a 

new subdivision with other New parcels that have similar land-cover patterns (parcel 

# 8 in Figure 3-3). 

The Old parcels also contribute to the increasing number of parcels that are 

significantly similar to their neighbors. Over time, the number and percentage of 

parcels that remain similar to their neighbors increased steadily and exceed the 

number of the New parcel (Subset III) in 2000. These Old parcels take up a large 

proportion of the total number of parcels that are similar to their neighbors in the 

previous period (e.g., for TLC of tree cover, there are 67 out of 95 (70.53%) parcels 

remaining significantly similar to their neighbors from 1970 to 1980. The percentages 

in 1990 and 2000 are 53.54% (121/226) 75.97% (313/412) respectively, see Table 3-

3). Combined with the result that the New parcel are main source for the increase in 

total number of significantly similar parcels, it suggests a large proportion of the New 

parcel that are similar to their neighbor may retain the similarity in a later period. 
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Table 3-3 Temporal change of number and percentage of parcels that are significantly similar to their neighbors for three major land-cover types 

(percentages of each subset are reported in rows marked by “%”) 

  Tree cover       Impervious structure      Maintained lawn 

  TLC NP MPS ED AWMSI TLC NP MPS ED AWMSI TLC NP MPS ED AWMSI 

1970 Subset I 7 1 6 2 3 3 5 0 2 5 9 7 8 5 8 

 % 8.75  1.39  8.57  3.13  3.66  6.52  6.49  0.00  9.09  11.63  15.79  43.75  13.11  20.00  18.18  

 Subset II 8 14 9 3 14 11 23 17 13 16 24 12 23 17 21 

 % 10.00  19.44  12.86  4.69  17.07  23.91  29.87  38.64  59.09  37.21  42.11  75.00  37.70  68.00  47.73  

 Subset III 80 72 70 64 82 46 77 44 22 43 57 16 61 25 44 

 % 84.21  82.76  82.35  92.75  82.83  76.67  73.33  72.13  59.46  67.19  63.33  45.71  66.30  53.19  60.27  

 Total 95 87 85 69 99 60 105 61 37 64 90 35 92 47 73 

1980 Subset I 67 43 55 24 38 16 12 15 8 21 45 18 42 21 31 

 % 29.65  26.38  26.70  20.34  18.72  14.41  12.90  13.89  9.76  18.92  26.32  21.69  22.83  27.27  23.31  

 Subset II 59 56 54 42 75 46 43 44 41 41 53 38 56 37 60 

 % 26.11  34.36  26.21  35.59  36.95  41.44  46.24  40.74  50.00  36.94  30.99  45.78  30.43  48.05  45.11  

 Subset III 100 64 97 52 90 49 38 49 33 49 73 27 86 19 42 

 % 44.25  39.26  47.09  44.07  44.33  44.14  40.86  45.37  40.24  44.14  42.69  32.53  46.74  24.68  31.58  

 Total 226 163 206 118 203 111 93 108 82 111 171 83 184 77 133 

1990 Subset I 121 36 120 28 78 57 9 46 18 42 119 43 127 35 74 

 % 29.37  15.38  30.53  13.73  23.28  19.59  8.91  17.56  13.74  17.95  27.36  21.29  28.41  17.59  24.92  

 Subset II 72 84 80 57 83 94 53 88 47 69 120 88 125 68 118 

 % 17.48  35.90  20.36  27.94  24.78  32.30  52.48  33.59  35.88  29.49  27.59  43.56  27.96  34.17  39.73  

 Subset III 219 114 193 119 174 140 39 128 66 123 196 71 195 96 105 

 % 53.16  48.72  49.11  58.33  51.94  48.11  38.61  48.85  50.38  52.56  45.06  35.15  43.62  48.24  35.35  

 Total 412 234 393 204 335 291 101 262 131 234 435 202 447 199 297 

2000 Subset I 313 126 292 101 194 160 30 126 41 125 279 95 288 103 162 

  53.16  48.72  49.11  58.33  51.94  48.11  38.61  48.85  50.38  52.56  45.06  35.15  43.62  48.24  35.35  
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 Subset II 142 197 139 114 223 208 73 190 124 196 176 136 182 176 182 

  22.33  45.81  23.40  36.19  36.98  36.36  51.05  39.58  47.15  39.44  23.75  44.74  23.92  39.73  36.25  

 Subset III 181 107 163 100 186 204 40 164 98 176 286 73 291 164 158 

  28.46  24.88  27.44  31.75  30.85  35.66  27.97  34.17  37.26  35.41  38.60  24.01  38.24  37.02  31.47  

 Total 636 430 594 315 603 572 143 480 263 497 741 304 761 443 502 

Note: Subset I: parcels remain significantly similar from the previous period to current period; Subset II: parcels change from not significant or 

significantly different in the previous period to significantly similar in current period; Subset III: new developed parcel in current period which 

are significantly similar to their neighbors.
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The number in Subset II (the Old parcels that change from not significant or 

significantly different to significantly similar) also increased over time. Possible 

processes include (but are not limited to): a new neighbor is developed around the Old 

parcel and the Old one becomes similar to its neighborhood (parcel # 4 in Figure 3-3); an 

Old parcel becomes similar to its neighbors even though there is no new parcel developed 

in its neighborhood (parcel # 5 in Figure 3-3); an Old parcel changes from significantly 

different to significantly similar in a later period (parcel # 6 in Figure 3-3).  

 

3.5 Discussion and Conclusion 

3.5.1 Summary 

Based on a land-cover dataset in exurban area of Southeastern Michigan, we analyzed 

land-cover evolution from the parcel perspective. The results show that, from 1960 to 

2000, the number and amount of area classified as exurban residential parcels increased 

steadily over time. The distribution of parcels with different sizes for the five periods 

(i.e., 1960, 1970, 1980, 1990 and 2000) experienced minor changes over time. The 

number of parcels close to 1 acre showed the greatest increase among all parcel sizes, 

while parcels with a size larger than 6 acres experienced the slowest growth in numbers. 

The temporal change of quantity and pattern of land cover for the four types 

observed (i.e., tree cover, impervious structure, maintained lawn and open fields) were 

distinct. Specifically, more tree cover is found within parcels over time but with a more 

fragmented and irregular composition. Most parcels have only one patch of impervious 

structure with a relatively stable acreage and fragmentation over time. On average, 

maintained lawn has the largest total land cover compared to the other three land-cover 

types. The values of landscape metrics for open fields are less regular and have larger 

values of standard deviations than the other land-cover types. That is because mostly only 

parcels with a relatively large size have open fields. Combined with previous findings 
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that land-cover composition and configuration may differ significantly with parcel size 

(Robinson, 2012), we find the average patterns of land cover across all parcels are 

affected by the parcel size that shares the  dominant proportion in the total number of 

parcels. Specifically, in the study area, the majority of parcels are small in size, and their 

land-cover patterns influence the average patterns substantially. More discussion about 

the effect of parcel size can be found in the section about future work (see Section 3.5.3). 

In addition to the dynamics of landscape metrics for the four land-cover types, we 

also analyzed the spatial autocorrelation of these metrics using local Moran’s I. The 

results reveal that, except for open fields, the similarities of most landscape metrics in the 

neighborhood for the three major land-cover types (i.e. tree cover, impervious structure 

and maintained lawn) increased over time with some small fluctuations. This implies that 

the land-cover patterns have a convergent trend among the neighboring parcels. 

Using the cluster index, we are able to identify parcels that are significantly 

similar to their neighbors. Over time, the number of these parcels increased steadily. The 

New parcels developed in each period account for a large proportion of the total number 

of these parcels, while the Old parcels that change from not significant or significantly 

different to significantly similar also contribute to the increase in the number of these 

parcels. The results also support the convergence on the quantity and pattern of land 

cover in the neighborhood. 

 

3.5.2 Implications and potential 

The findings in this study have additional implications for (1) the ecological 

consequences of exurban development, (2) the social influences of neighborhood effects 

and (3) policy design. First, understanding the dynamic of land-cover patterns within 

parcels is the first step toward linking exurban land-cover change with its ecological 

consequences. In our study, the number and areas of residential parcels increased steadily 

over time. Compared to development in urban areas, these exurban parcels covers a larger 
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amount of land, and share the features of low density of impervious structure and large 

parcel size. This suggests, in contrast to the severe impact limited to a small area caused 

by the compact development in urban areas, exurban development will have a more 

spatially extensive ecological impact. For example, a comparison of effects on 

biodiversity between compact urban development and sprawling exurban development 

found that both types of development reduce overall bird distribution spatially (Sushinsky 

et al., 2012). In addition, the urban-sensitive species benefit from compact development 

because of the intact large green space, while the non-native species increase along the 

sprawling development. 

In addition, land cover in exurban residential parcels is also different from 

original natural land cover in exurban area. We found that, in the study area from 1960 to 

2000, the majority of parcels are parcels with a relative small size (Figure 3-5). It may be 

the case that these small parcels are from a residential subdivision developed by a 

developer with similar land-cover patterns. Commonly, the landscape design in these 

parcels consists of impervious structure, maintained lawn and tree cover. The 

anthropogenic activities invested in these land covers are significantly different from 

natural surfaces in terms of chemical inputs, supplies of water and energy, and 

disturbances of wildlife habitat. For example, maintained lawn, which has the largest 

average land cover within residential parcels in our study (Table 3-2), requires continued 

inputs in petrochemicals, fertilizers, pesticides, irrigation and periodic removal of litter. It 

will influence carbon storage and nutrient cycles between vegetation and soil. It has been 

found that inputs of fertilizers and pesticides will increase the risk of water quality 

deterioration and loss of biodiversity (Robbins and Birkenholtz, 2003). A simulation 

coupled by an agent-based model and the ecological process model BIOME-BGC 

developed for the same study location also confirms that variations of land management 

(addition versus removal) on turfgrass and dense tree cover in exurban parcels will have 

substantial effect on carbon storage (Robinson et al., in press). In other words, the 
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management of the reported land covers can change the quality of the ecosystem 

function. Analysis of this topic is beyond the scope of this chapter but this chapter hopes 

to provide a foundation for just this sort of work. 

Second, measuring land cover evolution and similarity in the neighborhood in 

exurban areas has paved the path to understand the relationship between land-cover 

patterns and process of land-cover convergence. The results show that average spatial 

autocorrelation among land-cover metrics increased from 1980 to 2000, and newly 

developed parcels are main source for the number of parcels that are significantly similar 

to their neighbors. As suggested by a previous study in the same study area (Nassauer et 

al., 2009), the reason for the convergence is that parcels may imitate their neighbors’ 

landscape designs, which leads to the increase in average LMIs. In addition to imitation, 

alternative drivers can result in the convergence, such as multiple parcels developed by a 

single developer in a subdivision, aging of vegetation on the property, and restrictions on 

yard design established by local communities. 

However, not all the parcels follow the convergence process, because the land-

cover designs within parcels are not only influenced by demographic and cultural 

characteristics of households, but also restricted by physical conditions of houses and 

environment. These factors include income level and construction year of house  

(Robbins and Birkenholtz, 2003), origin of households (natives versus domestic 

migrants), policy restrictions imposed by neighborhood associations (Martin et al., 2003), 

appearance and maintenance of yards, microclimate, health and safety concerns (Larson 

et al., 2009), and cultural background (Fraser and Kenney, 2000; Rishbeth, 2004). Thus, 

the preferences and drivers for individual residents can differ greatly. 

Third, enhanced understanding of ecological consequences and neighborhood 

effects will play an important role in guiding and designing policies to encourage 

environment-friendly and sustainable land cover in exurban area. Researchers have found 

that the aesthetic expectations of households and enhancement of ecological quality can 
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be achieved simultaneously by adopting innovative designs (Nassauer et al., 2004). 

Therefore, it is possible to shift the landscape design toward one that sustains ecological 

functions and satisfies households’ desire simultaneously. However, the policy and 

guidelines must be made carefully, as there are thresholds and limitations for an 

acceptable degree of changes. For example, Nassauer (1993) found that replacing more 

than 75% of turf area with a colorful range of prairie plants may not be acceptable, but it 

may be acceptable to replace 50%. In other words, some land-cover designs and land 

management activities can be changed by marketing and educational strategies, but some 

are rooted in households’ basic demand and are hard to change. 

In summary, the dataset containing temporal changes of land-cover patterns 

within residential parcels in exurban areas has great potential to explore a much broader 

research agenda. It can provide the distributions and patterns of managed land covers, 

which are hard to distinguish from natural land covers in remotely sensed images. It 

meets the data demand of bottom-up simulations, which require trajectories of land-cover 

changes within individual decision-makers’ (e.g., household) jurisdiction, to drive, 

parameterize and verify the model. In addition, by linking this dataset with other datasets 

or models, it can explore a broad dimension of perplexing research questions, such as the 

ecological consequences of exurban development (Alberti, 2005), the relationship 

between landscape preferences and social and cultural norms (Nassauer, 1995), the 

influence of land-cover patterns on housing prices (Geoghegan et al., 1997; Kong et al., 

2007; Song and Knaap, 2004a; Tyrväinen, 1997), and the verification of stated 

preferences on landscape design by surveys. 

 

3.5.3 Limitations and future work 

Although results in this chapter can work as a step towards better understanding causal 

relationships between processes of land-cover change and land-cover patterns, and 

between land-cover processes and consequences at the level of individual parcels, there 
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are some inevitable limitations and uncertainties that are worth exploring further in the 

future work. First, this empirical case only studied three townships in Southeastern 

Michigan. The results in this study cannot be uniformly applied to all the exurban 

development in the United States. For instance, the landscape design in arid environments 

(e.g., a desert city, Phoenix) can greatly vary from the design in the Midwest (Larson et 

al., 2009).  

Second, it is difficult to interpret land-cover changes within exurban residential 

parcels because its land use is in the transition stage between highly man-made and 

completely natural. As discussed in section 3.4.1, open fields do not show an obvious 

trend in its landscape patterns because this land cover includes all the other land cover 

types that do not belong to the six land-cover types. Therefore, open fields include 

various land covers with different degrees of management (e.g., tall-grass prairie, 

unmanaged turfgrass or other grasses, or other natural areas not identifiable as maintained 

lawn or tree cover). This problem will be enhanced in the interpretation of land covers 

from aerial photos when an aerial photo is old and has shade. 

Third, in this study, the spatial autocorrelation indicator, local Moran’s I, is 

sensitive to both the value of landscape metric in the neighborhood and the number of 

neighbors. In other words, how to define the neighborhood and how to control the 

number of neighbors to guarantee the result of spatial autocorrelation comparable among 

parcels will need to be further investigated. In addition, although we are able to identify 

the increasing number of parcels that are significantly similar to their neighbors over 

time, the results are not enough to support the hypothesis that the convergence results 

from intentional imitations among neighbors. That is because other factors can also lead 

to the convergence, for example, local policies and restrictions that specify acceptable 

landscape designs within residential parcels. In other words, this study found some 

evidence of convergence of land-cover change at the neighborhood level from a statistical 

perspective rather than a behavioral perspective. A further investigation can be made by 
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surveying these convergent parcels that significantly similar to their neighbors on their 

intentions to the convergence. 

Fourth, in this study, all parcel data is based the year 2003 parcel data layer, and 

parcels that changed in size because of aggregation or division are excluded in the 

dataset. It is impossible to know their effects on the average quantity and pattern of land-

cover types within parcels and at the neighborhood level. In addition, although this study 

found that parcel size could have great influence on the average values of landscape 

metrics, a more thorough investigation that stratifies parcels by size and analyzes the 

temporal changes of quantity and pattern of land-cover for each category of parcel size is 

the next step to confirm the effect of parcel size. 

Finally, the time interval for the land-cover change in the dataset is about 10 

years; however, there is no information on the exact date when a parcel is developed or 

an old parcel is sold to a new resident. It is possible there are some parcels that are 

undergoing an intense transition of landscape design because of the ownership exchange, 

and some parcels that remain a stable landscape design after a long-term settlement. The 

analysis treats the two kinds of parcels within a time period the same and may influence 

the results. A further effort to distinguish the parcels between stable landscape patterns 

and dynamic landscape patterns within a time period can further enhance our 

understanding of temporal change of land-cover patterns within exurban residential 

parcels. This work can be done by tracing the transaction histories of parcels and 

corresponding land-cover change within parcels. 
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Chapter 4 A Review of Urban Residential 

Choice Models Using Agent-based Modeling 

4.1 Introduction 

In the field of urban land-use change simulation, a growing volume of literature is 

applying an agent-based modeling (ABM) approach to construct models, due to its ability 

to represent individual’s decision-making process and mobility from the bottom up (An, 

2012; Haase and Schwarz, 2009; Kennedy, 2012; Macy and Willer, 2002; Matthews et al., 

2007; O'Sullivan et al., 2012; Parker et al., 2003; Torrens, 2012). Among a continuum 

from theoretical to empirical, at one end, purely theoretical and stylized models are 

developed to simulate classical urban residential phenomenon, such as monocentric 

patterns of cities and segregation of residents (e.g., Benenson and Torrens, 2004a; Crooks 

et al., 2008). At the other end, empirical models driven by extensive spatial and non-

spatial data are constructed to simulate residential choices within a complex urban system 

(e.g., Birkin and Wu, 2012; Zaidi and Rake, 2001). Between the two extremes, a number 

of models, which are based partly on empirical situations and partly on theoretical 

findings, are built to simulate urban residential phenomena, such as gentrification (Diappi 

and Bolchi, 2008; Jackson et al., 2008; O'Sullivan, 2002; Torrens and Nara, 2007) and 

urban sprawl (Brown et al., 2008; Fernandez et al., 2005; Loibl and Toetzer, 2003),  

The advantages of ABM is that it can go beyond some restrictive assumptions of 

other modeling techniques in accommodating bounded rationality and heterogeneity 

among agents, out-of-equilibrium dynamics, and interactions, which gives modelers 

much more freedom in model design. While the importance of these features in general 

has been extensively discussed (An, 2012; Arthur, 1999; Axtell, 2000; Bonabeau, 2002; 

Epstein, 1999; Manson et al., 2012; O'Sullivan et al., 2012; Parker et al., 2003), three 

aspects that are vital for modeling urban phenomena have not been reviewed thoroughly. 
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The first one is agent heterogeneity. As Irwin (2010) acknowledged, agent heterogeneity, 

which is defined as “key differences among individual households, firms or other agents, 

e.g., differences in preferences, wealth, technology or expectations” (page 69), is an 

important driving force for spatial land-use dynamics. However, there is no common 

agreement on either how to incorporate agent heterogeneity or how to evaluate the effects 

of agent heterogeneity on the aggregated urban dynamics and patterns, especially with 

multiple sources of agent heterogeneity. The second is the extent of land market 

representation, which influences residential choice and consequent land-use change 

(Parker et al., 2012b). The degree of representation of land market processes in existing 

models varies greatly. Yet, progresses on representing land market processes and their 

effects on spatial and socioeconomic outcomes have not been fully reviewed. The third 

essential feature is methods to measure the variety of outcomes resulting from agent 

heterogeneity and land market representation. ABMs provide both aggregated spatial and 

socioeconomic outcomes and disaggregated outcomes at the agent level, which demand 

not only traditional spatial metrics but also other methods to analyze the outcomes 

(Herold et al., 2005; Huang et al., in review; Parker and Meretsky, 2004; Sun et al., in 

review). 

In the light of rapid growth of applications of agent-based urban land-use change 

models, this chapter reviews recent urban agent-based residential choices models. The 

purpose of this chapter is twofold. First, it surveys the literature on the simulation of 

urban residential choice rooted in ABM, with a focus on the progress of the 

representation of agent heterogeneity, land market processes, and output measurement. 

Second, this chapter aims to identity and discuss the research gaps underlying these 

progresses in order to improve model development and authenticity of models. 

In order to guarantee comparability among models, four criteria are used to select 

models: (1) their main objective is to simulate residential choice in the context of urban 

development, (2) they are based on ABM techniques or microsimulation models (MSM), 
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(3) they are spatially explicit, and (4) their results are published in peer-reviewed journals, 

book chapters or conference proceedings. 

According to these four criteria, 51 models were reviewed, and three main research 

domains were identified. The three aspects of models in each research domain are 

summarized and compared in section 4.2. In section 4.3, three distinctive features brought 

by ABM into urban modeling, namely, agent heterogeneity, land market representation 

and measurement of outcomes, are discussed in detail. Specifically, the methods of 

introducing agent heterogeneity are compared, and gaps in methods evaluating 

heterogeneity are emphasized. Then, four essential elements of land markets –– 

locational preference, resources constraints, competitive bidding, and endogenous 

relocation –– are compared. Open questions concerning land market representation are 

also addressed. In section 4.4, we discuss the current methods for and challenges in 

measuring ABM outcomes. The final section offers a brief summary and discusses 

general outstanding challenges in this area. 

 

4.2 Modeling urban phenomena with ABMs: Three 

research domains 

Following the continuum defined by Parker et al. (2002), which runs from purely 

theoretical to intensively empirical models, we identify three research domains across the 

51 reviewed models: (i) variations of classical stylized models, which are commonly 

constructed based on classical theories (e.g., Schelling’s segregation model, Alonso/Von 

Thünen model); (ii) models simulating different stages of the urbanization process, which 

combine theories and empirical findings (e.g., urban sprawl, urban shrinkage, urban 

expansion, and gentrification); and (iii) microsimulation of urban systems integrated with 

ABM, which are largely driven by empirical data to replicate details of a specific case 
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study. The detailed review of models within each research domain is discussed below.  

 

4.2.1 Classical models and variations 

A series of stylized ABM models have been developed to investigate questions central to 

the development of urban form:  how patterns of residential segregation, land use, and 

land value emerge. These ABMs often build on paradigmatic theoretical precedents. In 

the next section, we review two families of such models:  Schelling-style residential 

segregation, and extensions of the monocentric bid-rent model.  

 

4.2.1.1 Schelling’s segregation model and its variations 

Residential segregation is a common phenomenon in American cities (Clark, 1986; 

Galster, 1988). It is an outcome of residential choices due to the heterogeneity among 

resident types, their preferences to be near others of their same type, and locational 

heterogeneity. Thomas Schelling and James Sakoda independently proposed similar 

models to explain residential segregation in 1970 (Sakoda, 1971; Schelling, 1971). In 

these models, space is represented by a checkerboard. Black or white households tend to 

migrate to a place where local residential familiarity in the neighborhood is acceptable 

when dissatisfaction in the current neighborhood increases. Households’ attitudes toward 

a household of another color can be attractive, neutral or avoidant. This classical stylized 

model is designed to be intentionally primitive. The number of each color of households 

is constant and equal. Their migration decisions are based upon evaluating the residential 

dissonance measured by the number of other type households within a first order of 

Queen’s neighborhood (i.e., nearest 8 cells surrounding a host cell). 

These models demonstrate that segregation patterns can emerge from individual 

migration decisions, even with a modest preference for similar neighbors. In the last few 
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decades after the model was proposed, improvements in computing capacity and 

technology have enabled researchers to explore and extend the basic results in various 

ways. In fact, the effects on segregation have been evaluated by changing almost all the 

input parameters or different combinations of input parameters. Table 4-1 lists some 

representative extensions of the original model based on ABMs. The main extensions 

include (but are not limited to): 

 The division of space is replaced from a traditional grid to a Voronoi partition 

(Benenson, 1999; Benenson et al., 2002; Omer, 2005) or a vector layer (Crooks, 

2010). 

 The representation of space varies from homogeneous and featureless to 

heterogeneous based on empirical conditions (Yin, 2009). 

 The traditional two types of residents (i.e. black and white) are extended to three 

groups derived from an empirical survey in Los Angeles (Clark and Fossett, 2008), 

four groups in London (Crooks, 2010), and two-level hierarchical groups (2 top 

groups and 2 sub groups for each top group) in Tel Aviv (Omer, 2005). Additionally, 

Ellis et al. (2011) introduced another group of households, mixed-race households, in 

their model. Accordingly, residents’ preferences of a given group for other groups 

are not equal and can vary from group to group. 

 In addition to the original 8 neighbors, e.g., Queen’s neighborhood, various shapes 

and sizes of neighborhoods are examined (Fossett and Dietrich, 2009; Laurie and 

Jaggi, 2003). A hierarchical neighborhood (O'Sullivan et al., 2003), neighborhoods 

considering barrier effect of natural elements (i.e. river) (Crooks, 2010) and streets 

(Benenson, 1999), and block neighborhood defined by census (i.e. block) (Yin, 2009) 

are also implemented. 

 The migration strategies are distinguished between “satisficer” and “maximizer” 

(Benenson and Hatna, 2011). The former is willing to accept any potential property 

with higher utility or satisfying level, while the latter only move to the location 
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providing the highest utility or satisfying level. 

 

Table 4-1 Comparison of Schelling’s segregation model and its variations 

Label Space Groups of 

households 

Number of 

households 

within 

group 

Neighborhood Migration 

strategies 

Extra factors 

(Laurie and Jaggi, 

2003) 

grid 2 equal 8 (3*3 Queen) satisficer  

(O'Sullivan et al., 

2003) 

grid 2 equal distance (1-5) satisficer  

(Fossett and Waren, 

2005) 

grid 2 equal 2 levels of 

neighbors 

satisficer  

(Fossett and 

Dietrich, 2009) 

grid 2 uneven 48 (7*7) maximizer  

(Clark and Fossett, 

2008) 

grid 2 uneven varying types maximizer  

(Wasserman and 

Yohe, 2001) 

grid 3 uneven 40 neighbors maximizer income, housing 

quality 

(Crooks, 2010) grid 2 equal exponent 

decayed 

satisficer location, public 

good 

(Benenson and 

Hatna, 2011; Hatna 

and Benenson, 

2012) 

vector 2 or 4 uneven 

(empirical) 

buffering and 

constrained by 

natural barrier 

satisficer natural barrier 

(Omer, 2005) grid 2 uneven 5*5 satisficer  

(Torrens, 2007) vector 4 equal 8 (3 * 3 Queen) satisficer  

(Benenson et al., 

2002) 

grid 3 uneven Regional and 

local 

satisficer wealth, inertia, 

property type 

(Benenson, 1999) Vorono

i 

partitio

n 

continuous uneven 

(empirical) 

distance and 

Street barrier 

satisficer housing style 

(Yin, 2009) grid or 

vector 

continuous empirical Queen’s 

neighborhood 

or buffering 

and street 

barrier 

satisficer income, housing 

value, cultural 

code 

(Bruch and Mare, 

2006, 2009; Xie 

and Zhou, 2012) 

grid 

and 

empiric

al 

2 uneven block boundary satisficer housing sale 

price 

(Crooks, 2006) grid 2 equal 5*5 satisficer  

(Ellis et al., 2011) grid 6 uneven Queen’s 

second-order 

contiguity rule 

satisficer  
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 Besides ethnic composition, more driving forces for segregation, such as income and 

house quality (Clark and Fossett, 2008), attractiveness of public goods (Wasserman 

and Yohe, 2001), cultural differences (Benenson, 1999), property type and agent’s 

inertia (Torrens, 2007), are simulated to replicate the real conditions. 

 

4.2.1.2 Von Thünen/Alonso’s model and its variations 

In addition to residential segregation, researchers have developed models to explain 

urban spatial structure and the location of households and firms. This stream of studies is 

rooted in location theory. During the 19
th

 century, J. von Thünen developed the 

conceptual basis for economic bid-rent theory to account for the spatial distribution of 

agricultural activities around the central business district (CBD) (Von Thünen, 1966). In 

the von Thünen model, decision-makers bid on the land around CBD depending on their 

transport costs, production costs and market prices of agricultural goods. The land is 

allocated to the highest bidder. Then concentric rings of different crops are formed 

around the market center due to the differences in the costs and prices of agricultural 

goods. The von Thünen model was extended and applied to the urban context by Alonso 

(1964), Muth (1969) and Mills (1972). In the monocentric city model, a CBD is located 

in the center of the city, which serves as a proxy for access to cultural and business 

opportunities. Residents make bidding choices that maximize their utilities under the 

tradeoff between commuting and housing costs. Land is allocated to the resident who 

provides the highest bid. Spatial equilibrium culminates with a declining trend of 

population density, land value, and housing price from the CBD (Anas et al., 1998; 

Parker and Filatova, 2008). Analytical extensions of the original Alonso model have been 

developed by incorporating developers’ decision on development density (Mills, 1972; 

Muth, 1969), open-space amenities and spatial externalities (Caruso et al., 2007; 

Cavailhès et al., 2004; Irwin and Bockstael, 2002; Wu and Plantinga, 2003). This field 
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has developed further to create polycentric extension on the original monocentric city 

model (see Fujita and Ogawa, 1982; Fujita and Thisse, 2002; Harris, 1985; Munroe, 2007; 

Ogawa and Fujita, 1980 for review). 

In addition to spatial analytical models, ABMs are used to extend the traditional 

monocentric city model by allowing interactions of heterogeneous agents and market 

disequilibrium in the model. Table 4-2 summarizes some representative features 

implemented in existing models: 
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Table 4-2 Representative features of Von Thünen/Alonso’s model and its variations 

References Price 

formation 

Bidding or 

negotiation 

Spatial 

externalities 

Agent 

heterogeneity 

Monocentric 

& leapfrog 

Others 

(Crooks, 2006) yes yes n/a yes n/a Interactions with firms, dynamic 

attributes evolves with time 

(Filatova et al., 

2009a; Filatova et 

al., 2011a) 

yes yes yes yes both Heterogeneous risk attitudes 

(Gilbert et al., 2009) yes no no yes no Realtor, time dynamics 

(Magliocca et al., 

2011) 

yes yes no yes both Building heterogeneity, developer 

(Chen et al., 2011) yes yes no yes both Optimal timing of development 

(Ettema, 2011) yes yes no yes no Relocation, perceptions of 

housing market probabilities 
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The most common feature among the six models listed in Table 4-2 is that they 

have price formation functions. This implies that each local transaction price emerges 

from interactions between buyers and sellers, rather than a fixed land rent being 

imposed on the model exogenously.  

When simulating endogenous transaction prices, the majority of models have an 

endogenous willingness to pay (WTP) function of buyers, which depends on both 

spatial and agent-level factors. In the bid-rent model developed by Crooks (2006), the 

bidding price is formed based on residents’ income and preference heterogeneity as 

well as travel cost and required space. In ALMA (an Agent-based Land MArket) 

model (Filatova et al., 2009a), buyers’ WTP is based on their utilities (calculated by 

preferences for open-space amenity and proximity to the CBD), transport cost, 

budgets and non-housing costs. In the model proposed by Gilbert et al. (2009), other 

than the assumption of utility maximization, they assume buyers will purchase the 

most expensive property they can afford assuming that housing price reflects the 

house quality. The transaction prices are affected by buyers’ heterogeneous incomes 

and preferences. In the CHALMS (Coupled Housing And Land MarketS) model 

(Magliocca et al., 2011), households’ bidding prices depend on characteristics of the 

house and on lot size, travel cost, households’ preferences for housing type and 

developers’ asking price. In the model developed by Chen and his colleagues (2011), 

the bidding price is not only dependent on the number of competitors but also on the 

income distribution, which evolves over time. Another agent-based housing market 

model proposed by Ettema (2011) adopted an alternative strategy in price formation. 

Rather than simulating explicit WTPs or WTAs (willingness to accept), a buyer or a 

seller formulates a specific probability of buying or selling the property at a given 

listed price. These perceptions of housing market probabilities are updated over time 

based on the negotiation in the market, and affect resulting housing prices. 

These price formation functions allow for inclusion of a certain level of spatial 

and agent heterogeneity, such as differences in locations, housing types, preferences, 

incomes, and risk attitudes. Thus, all the models in Table 4-2 have the feature of agent 
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heterogeneity. 

Due to spatial and agent heterogeneity, models are able to simulate expectation 

formations of future prices. For example, Chen et al. (2011) simulated landowners’ 

expected value of land based on current agricultural rent and future return of selling 

the land. And in CHALMS both farmers and developers employ various prediction 

strategies to form their expectations of future land and housing prices respectively 

(Magliocca et al., 2011). In Ettema’s model (2011), the probabilities of selling or 

buying a house are determined by expected return for a given house within a given 

period and updated over time by a Bayesian learning procedure based on past 

transactions. 

Additionally, spatial and agent heterogeneity enables models to simulate other 

complex behaviors of buyers and processes of market, for example: 

 Bidding prices are further adjusted by different market conditions. In ALMA, 

bidding prices are adjusted by the relative market power of buyers and sellers (i.e. 

excess of demand or supply) (Filatova et al., 2009a). In the model developed by 

Chen et al. (2011), the bidding prices are influenced by the number of participants 

in the competition. In CHALMS, bidding prices of consumers are also impacted 

by a housing market competition factor which reflects the competition each 

consumer faces from other consumers on a number of available houses 

(Magliocca et al., 2011). 

 Heterogeneous risk attitudes can affect the patterns of land development and land 

rent, as indicated by the ALMA model (Filatova et al., 2011a; Filatova et al., 

2009b). 

 The effects of economic incentives, e.g. tax, on protecting coastal environment 

was demonstrated in ALMA (Filatova et al., 2011b).  

In addition to the classical result of declining house price from the CBD, three 

models are able to simulate leapfrog development in the urban-rural fringe, even 

though they have adopted different theories to explain this pattern. In ALMA 

(Filatova et al., 2009a), the tradeoff between open-space amenity (i.e. spatial 
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externality) and proximity to the CBD is the main driver for the fragmented 

development in exurban area. In the CHALMS (Magliocca et al., 2011), the sprawl 

and leapfrog development is simulated by various sources of spatial and agent 

heterogeneity (including agricultural productivity of parcels, house size, lot size, 

households’ incomes and preferences for housing types, and farmers’ and developers’ 

expectations of future prices) and market interaction between farmers and developers, 

and between developers and households in the land and housing market. In the last 

model developed by Chen et al. (2011), the emergence of leapfrog development arises 

from spatial heterogeneity in competition and agent heterogeneity in income that give 

priorities for richer households in choosing the locations with less competition and 

less constrained by commuting cost. In the real world it is likely to be a combination 

of these factors behind the observed leapfrog development pattern. 

Some models extend traditional initial landscape configuration by incorporating 

empirical spatial elements. In ALMA-C, a coastal area with higher amenity and 

coastal hazard levels is simulated based on the empirical finding in coastal areas of 

Netherlands (Filatova et al., 2011a; Filatova et al., 2011b). In CHALMS, the land 

surrounding the CBD is divided into fifty farms and their attributes are derived from 

census data in suburban counties in the Mid-Atlantic region. Due to the empirical 

configuration of landscape, the final spatial pattern of development is more 

distinguished from the pattern of classical monocentric model (Magliocca et al., 2011). 

The model developed by Crooks (2006) moves away the restrictive assumption of 

centralized employment by introducing heterogeneous firms across the landscape. 

Location of residents and firms are determined by the competition between firms and 

residents and feedbacks between agents and the environment. 

 

4.2.2 Different stages of urbanization process 

The domain of urbanization process models embraces semi-empirical ABMs, which 

were developed to study empirical facts. Agents’ behavior in these ABMs is often 

rooted in disciplinary theories; empirical data is employed to partially parameterize 
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agents and/or the landscape. Due to the differences in their local physical and 

socioeconomic environment, cities experience specific urbanization processes and 

face distinctive challenges brought in these given contexts. Models are developed to 

capture the residential choices in different processes of urbanization. These models 

are usually based partially on theoretical findings and partially on empirical data from 

a specific urbanization processes. For instance, Ligmann-Zielinska (2009) developed 

an ABM to evaluate the impacts of developers’ risk attitudes on the fragmentation of 

development in an hypothetic urban area. Heckbert and Smajgl (2005) and Li and Liu 

(2007) developed regional projects and models by incorporating various empirical 

factors to simulate residential choices in Austrian cities and a fast growing city in 

China respectively. Thus, urban residential choice models regarding the simulation of 

different stages of urbanization process vary greatly. Yet, there are some common 

characteristics, which can be summarized as follows: 

First, the manifestation of urbanization is different between developing countries 

and developed countries. Both the driving forces of urbanization and the patterns of 

land-use change can substantially vary, for example: 

 In developing countries, the growth of informal settlements, which are established 

without planning regulations and basic facilities, is modeled in Dar es Salam, 

Tanzania (Augustijn-Beckers et al., 2011). The peripherisation, defined as 

“formation of low-income residential areas in the peripheral ring of the city and a 

perpetuation of a dynamic core-periphery spatial pattern” (p. 571), is simulated in 

Latin American cities (Barros, 2012). The rapid urbanization of a densely rural 

population in a newly developed region, known as Desakota, is simulated in China 

(Xie et al., 2007).  

 In developed countries, different phenomena are under inspection. For instance, 

models are proposed to test theoretical hypotheses of gentrification theory (Diappi 

and Bolchi, 2008) and in empirical contexts (e.g., in east London, (O'Sullivan, 

2002), Boston (Jackson et al., 2008) and Salt Lake City (Torrens, 2007)).  

 The understanding of another urbanization phenomena, urban sprawl (or 

suburbanization), is also facilitated by ABMs. Urban sprawl in Southeastern 
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Michigan is simulated by the SOME (Sluce's Original Model for Exploration) and 

the DEED (Dynamic Ecological Exurban Development) models developed by 

Brown and his colleagues (Brown et al., 2004a; Brown et al., 2008; Fernandez et 

al., 2005; Rand and Brown, 2002; Robinson and Brown, 2009; Zellner et al., 

2010). Other applications of urban sprawl models can be found in Vienna Region 

(Loibl et al., 2007; Loibl and Toetzer, 2003), northwest of Lyons, Boulder County 

(Yin and Muller, 2007) and Brussels periurban area (Caruso et al., 2005). The 

feedbacks between segregation and suburbanization are also analyzed by a 

stylized ABM (Jayaprakash et al., 2009). 

 Urban shrinkage, which is characterized by a large amount of residential 

vacancies resulting from an oversupply of dwellings, is also a hot topic among 

modelers. For instance, residential mobility in a shrinking city of Leipzig in 

Eastern Germany is simulated by an ABM called RESMOBcity (Haase et al., 

2010). 

Second, the majority of models in this category are policy oriented. In other 

words, policy and planning strategies and their influence on urban physical 

morphology, socioeconomic outcomes and environmental consequence are evaluated 

via what-if scenarios in most empirical applications. For instance, land-use strategies 

encouraging compact development are examined by an ABM that has the ability to 

measure the compactness of the city from the perspective of transport efficiency, 

energy consumption and residents’ welfare (Kii and Doi, 2005). The influence of 

residential, commercial and industrial development on the forest ecosystem under 

different management strategies is evaluated in Texas, USA (Monticino et al., 2007). 

Sustainable development strategies are embedded in an ABM to regulate agents’ 

behavior in a rapidly expanding city in China (Li and Liu, 2008). Beliefs and 

preferences on spatial objects from multiple actors are simulated in a hypothetical 

planning scenario in the Netherlands to support decision-making of spatial planners 

(Ligtenberg et al., 2001; Ligtenberg et al., 2004). And an urban regeneration policy 

that intends to encourage social mixing in the UK is simulated in an agent-based 

housing choice model to evaluate its effects on vitality of housing market and 
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availability of jobs (Jordan et al., 2011, 2012).  

Third, to cope with the data limitations and complexity in individual urbanization 

processes, an ABM is commonly integrated with other modeling techniques. For 

example, a hybrid model combining ABM, logistic regression, and neighborhood 

effects is used to simulate the impacts of land-use change on agricultural soil, noise 

pollution and quality of life in the Municipality of Koper, Slovenia (Robinson et al., 

2012). Another model integrating multi-objective land use allocation and ABM is 

applied to evaluate the influences of suburbia and exurbia under different planning 

situations in a community in Washington State, USA (Ligmann-Zielinska and 

Jankowski, 2007, 2010). The urban growth for the Phoenix metropolitan region of the 

United States is predicted by a hybrid model of ABM and spatial regression under 

three scenarios (Tian et al., 2011). And the new version of SLUCEII-ABM model 

integrates individual’s behaviors in land markets and land management by using an 

ABM and an ecosystem model BIOME-BGC to evaluate the dynamic land-cover and 

land-use change and subsequent influence on carbon storage and flux (Parker et al., 

2012a; Robinson et al., in press). 

 

4.2.3 ABM and microsimulation modeling 

According to the International Microsimulation Association (2012), microsimulation 

(MSM) is defined as “a modeling technique that operates at the level of individual 

units such as persons, households, vehicles or firms”. Each individual contains 

various unique attributes and follows a set of behavioral rules. MSM was introduced 

in 1950s by Orcutt (1957) in his attempt to develop an approach that is different from 

traditional aggregated models to model the diversity of U.S. economic system (Clarke 

and Holm, 1987). This technique has been increasingly applied in simulations of tax-

benefit, social/fiscal policy, demographic dynamic, health, traffic flows, firms and 

enterprises (Birkin and Wu, 2012; Zaidi and Rake, 2001). 

MSM is closely parallel to two other individual-level modeling approaches: 

Individual-based Modeling in ecology (see Bousquet and Le Page, 2004; Grimm and 
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Railsback, 2005 for review) and ABM. Both MSMs and ABMs simulate individual’s 

decision-making process based on agents’ heterogeneous attributes and their 

interactions with the environment and other individuals. MSM is more inductive 

approach and relies heavily on methods that infer from aggregated patterns to 

individual agents, such as regression analysis, probabilistic modeling (Mahdavi et al., 

2007). In contrast, ABMs are typically used to combine inductive and deductive 

approaches (Axelrod, 1997; Nolan et al., 2009) and simulate aggregated pattern as an 

emergent cumulative effect of individual behaviors. In addition, the specialty of 

MSMs is to predict the impacts of policy changes on a population of agents based 

primarily on historic data, which is used for fitting the statistical model. On the 

contrary, ABMs are more suitable when new dynamics, critical transitions and 

switching to different regimes (economic crisis, housing bubble) is expected. This is 

due to the fact that individual agents’ behaviors can be driven by adaption and 

evolutionary learning rooted in artificial intelligence, which leads to the emergence of 

new strategies and changes in preferences and risk attitudes. However, Brikin and Wu 

(2012) acknowledge, the boundary between MSMs and empirical spatial ABMs are 

likely to fade away over time, and the relationship between the two approaches is 

better described as complementary. 

In the light of the complementary relationship and sometimes vanishing boundary 

between MSM and ABM, a series of empirical models integrating MSM with ABM 

have been developed to project urban system dynamics. Table 4-3 lists 8 models 

which falls into this category, and compares their differences. They are UrbanSim in 

USA (Waddell, 2002; Waddell et al., 2003; Waddell et al., 2008), MALUT (Multi-

Agent Land-Use and Transport) in Japan (Kii and Doi, 2005), ILUTE (Integrated 

Land Use, Transportation, Environment) in Canada (Miller et al., 2008), ILUMASS 

(Integrated Land-Use Modelling and Transportation System Simulation) in Germany 

(Wagner and Wegener, 2007), PUMA (Predicting Urbanisation with Multi-Agents) in 

Netherlands (Ettema et al., 2007), HI-LIFE (Household Interactions through LIFE 

cycle stages) in England (Fontaine and Rounsevell, 2009), Agent iCity in Canada 

(Jjumba and Dragićević, 2011), MoSeS (Modelling and Simulation for e-Social 

app:ds:on
app:ds:the
app:ds:contrary
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Science) in England (Wu and Birkin, 2012; Wu et al., 2008). By reviewing these 

models, some common features can be identified. 

First, most models (6 out of 8) have multiple types of agents. The model will 

simulate the moving and residential choice of households, the location and real estate 

type choice of developer, location choice of firm and business, and policy and 

planning proposed by government and planning authorities (see Table 4-3).   

Second, life-cycle events and daily activities (e.g., travel routines to work or 

shopping) play an important role in influencing residential choice in these models. A 

large population of heterogeneous individuals will make a residential choice 

according to their socio-demographic attributes, such as age, marital status, child 

birth, job location, and shopping patterns. ABM is fused into MSM contributing with 

ability to simulate the social behavior of individuals, such as preferences, risk 

attitudes, and plans (Birkin and Wu, 2012). 

Third, another feature of these models is that they are highly related to policy and 

planning analysis. Thus, the population dynamics, travel patterns, and consequences 

of urban land-use change are simulated based upon various what-if scenarios. 

According to Table 4-3, all of these models have evaluated policy-related scenarios, 

and more than half of them incorporate traffic patterns (5 out of 8). In addition, 

environmental consequences of energy consumption (Chingcuanco and Miller, 2012; 

Kii and Doi, 2005), air pollution (e.g., greenhouse gas emission, air quality, 

population exposure) and noise (Hatzopoulou et al., 2011; Wagner and Wegener, 

2007) are assessed. 
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Table 4-3 Microsimulation models containing urban residential location and their characteristics 

Citations Model 

name 

Study area Agent type Transport 

pattern 

Policy 

scenarios 

Environmental effects 

(Ettema et al., 2007) PUMA Northern part of the 

Dutch Randstad, 

Netherlands 

Farmer, Authority, 

Investor, Developer, 

Household, Firm 

Yes Yes No 

(Fontaine and Rounsevell, 

2009) 

HI-LIFE East Anglia, UK Households No Yes No 

(Jjumba and Dragićević, 2011) Agent 

iCity 

City of Chilliwack, 

Canada 

Planner, Developer, 

Household, 

Retailers, 

Industrialists 

No Yes No 

(Kii and Doi, 2005) MALUT Takamatsu city, 

Japan 

Household, Firms Yes Yes Yes, energy 

consumption 

(Miller et al., 2008; Salvini 

and Miller, 2005) 

ILUTE Greater Toronto 

Area, Canada 

Developer, 

Household, Firm 

Yes Yes Yes, energy 

consumption, 

greenhouse gas 

emission, and air 

quality 

(Waddell, 2002; Waddell et al., 

2003; Waddell et al., 2008) 

UrbanSim Eugene-Springfield, 

Oregon, USA 

Household, 

Business, 

Developer, 

Government 

Yes Yes No 

(Wagner and Wegener, 2007) ILUMASS Metropolitan 

area of Dortmund, 

Germany 

Household, 

Business, Developer 

Yes Yes Yes, air quality, 

traffic noise 

(Wu and Birkin, 2012) MoSeS Leeds, UK Household No Yes No 
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Fourth, all of these models are developed and applied in cities in developed 

countries. The reason, on the one hand, is due to the prominent impact of urban 

development in developed countries. Considerable attention is drawn to meet the 

challenges of socioeconomic and environmental consequences of urbanization. On the 

other hand, MSMs require abundant data consisting of census tables, housing surveys, 

remotely sensed images, and traffic records. These data are rarely recorded or 

available at the extent required by MSMs in developing countries. 

Last, all of these models belong to long-term ongoing projects. For instance, the 

ILUTE model developed by a group of researchers in the University of Toronto and 

lead by Dr. Eric Miller was firstly presented in 1998 (Miller et al., 2008; Salvini and 

Miller, 2005). After its initial framework, continuing efforts are made to synthesize 

the population data (Pritchard and Miller, 2012), improve the performance and the 

authenticity of the model (e.g., a new module simulating disequilibrium dwelling 

space under different market conditions (Farooq and Miller, 2012)), and validate the 

results (Miller et al., 2011). Other projects follow similar long-term improving 

development patterns. 

 

All the 51 models, grouped by research domains, are listed in Table 4-4. It is clear 

that some models cover more than one domain. From the third column, which 

represents the data used in the model, it is also evident that some long-term projects 

tend to develop from a purely theoretical stylized model to a more realistic model 

driven by empirical data (i.e. the space is still highly abstract but parameterization is 

driven by empirical data) and then to a fully empirical model. Table 4-4 also compares 

additional features among these models, as explained in the next section. 
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Table 4-4 Market representation and agent heterogeneity in existing agent-based urban land-use models 

Model Name / Main 

Developers 

Domain Data Agents Resources 

Constraints 

Competitive 

Bidding 

Endogenous 

Relocation 

Measures of 

performance 

Sources of 

agent 

heterogeneity 

Effect of agent 

heterogeneity 

OBEUS/Benenson 
[1]

 
Se Both R yes no yes SD+ SI 3 yes 

MASUS 
[2]

 Se Empirical H yes no n/a SD+ SI 3 yes 

Simseg 
[3]

 Se Both H yes yes yes SD+ SI 3 no 

O’Sullivan 
[4] 

 Se Artificial R no no yes SD+ SI 1 no 

Laurie and Jaggi 
[5]

 Se Artificial R no no yes SD+SI 2 no 

Yin 
[6]

 Se Empirical R yes no yes SD+ SI 2 no 

Wasserman and 

Yohe
 [7]

 
Se Artificial R no no yes SD+ SI+AM 2 no 

Xie 
[8]

 Se Semi-E R no no yes SI 1 yes 

Bruch 
[9]

 Se Artificial R no no yes SI 1 yes 

Benenson
 [10]

 Se Artificial R no no yes SD+SI 1 no 

Gilbert 
[11]

 Se Semi-E R+A yes no yes SD+SM+AM 1 no 

Ellis 
[12]

 Se Artificial R no no yes SI 1 no 

Crooks 
[13]

 Se/Mo Artificial R+B n/a n/a n/a SD+ SI 1 no 

Jayaprakash 
[14]

 Se+Ur Artificial R yes no yes SD+ SI 3 no 

Jordan
 [15]

 Se+Ur Empirical R yes no yes SD+LM >3 no 

ALMA (ALMA-C) 
[16]

 
Mo Artificial R+F yes yes no SD+LM+SM 1 yes 

CHALMS
[17]

 Mo Empirical H+D+F yes yes no LM+SM 3 no 

Chen 
[18]

 Mo Semi-E H+F+A yes yes no SD+AM+SM 2 yes 

SOME 
[19]

 Ur Both R no no no SD+LM+AM 1 yes 
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Model Name / Main 

Developers 

Domain Data Agents Resources 

Constraints 

Competitive 

Bidding 

Endogenous 

Relocation 

Measures of 

performance 

Sources of 

agent 

heterogeneity 

Effect of agent 

heterogeneity 

SOME+DEED 
[20]

 Ur Both R+D+F+G no no no EM 1 no 

Caruso 
[21]

 Ur Both R+F yes yes yes SD+LM+SM 0 no 

Diappi 
[22]

 Ur Artificial R+D+T+L yes n/a yes SD 2 no 

Ligmann-Zielinska 
[23]

 
Ur Artificial D no yes no SD+LM 1 yes 

Jackson 
[24]

 Ur Empirical R yes n/a yes SD 4 no 

Torrens 
[25]

 Ur Artificial R yes no yes SD >3 no 

Xie 
[26]

 Ur Empirical D+B no no no SD+SM 1 no 

O’Sullivan 
[27] 

 Ur Empirical R+T+L yes no yes n/a 2 no 

STAU-Wien 
[28]

 Ur Empirical H+B no no no SD >3 no 

ABLOoM 
[29]

 Ur Artificial H+B yes no no SD >3 no 

Sasaki 
[30]

 Ur Artificial F yes no yes SD+LM 2 no 

Li 
[31]

 Ur Empirical H+D+G yes no yes SD 3 no 

Tao and Li 
[32]

 Ur Empirical H yes n/a yes SD+SM 1 no 

Yin and Muller 
[33]

 Ur Empirical H no no no SD+LM 1 no 

Augustijn-Beckers 
[34]

 
Ur Empirical R+T yes no no SD+LM 3 no 

RESMOBcity 
[35]

 Ur Empirical H no no no SD+AM >3 no 

Barros 
[36]

 Ur Empirical R yes yes yes SD+ SI 1 no 

Tian 
[37]

 Ur Empirical G+D+H+E no no no SD+LM >3 no 

SLUCEII-ABM 
[38]

 Ur+Mo Empirical R+F+D+A yes yes yes SD+LM+EM >3 no 

MOLA + ABM 
[39]

 Ur+PI Empirical D no no no SD+LM 1 no 

Robinson 
[40]

 Ur+PI Empirical R+D+F no no no SD+EM >3 no 
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Notes: Se: segregation; Mo: monocentric city and its variation; Ur: urbanzation stage; Pl: Planning; MS: microsimulation 

      Semi-E: semi-empirical (only the parameters are derived from empirical data, the space is artificial) 

R: residents; F: Farmer (landowner); D: developers; G: government; H: households; T: Tenant; L: landlord; B: business (firms); P: planner; E: 

environmentalist; A: Auctioneer (broker, or real estate agent) 

SD: spatial distribution of land use; LM: landscape metrics; SM: socioeconomic metrics; AM: agent level metrics; SI: segregation index; EM: 

environmental measures 
 

[1] 
(Benenson, 1998; Benenson, 1999; Benenson et al., 2005; Benenson et al., 2002; Omer, 2005); 

[2]  
(Feitosa et al., 2011);

 [3] 
(Fossett, 2006a, b; Fossett and 

Dietrich, 2009; Fossett and Waren, 2005);
 [4] 

(O'Sullivan et al., 2003); 
[5]

(Laurie and Jaggi, 2003); 
[6] 

(Yin, 2009); 
[7]

 (Wasserman and Yohe, 2001);
 [8] 

(Xie and 

Zhou, 2012); 
[9]

 (Bruch and Mare, 2006, 2009); 
[10]

 (Benenson and Hatna, 2011; Hatna and Benenson, 2012); 
[11]

 (Gilbert et al., 2009); 
[12] 

(Ellis et al., 2011); 
[13]

 (Crooks, 2006; Crooks, 2008); 
[14] 

(Jayaprakash et al., 2009); 
[15]

 (Jordan et al., 2012); 
[16]

 (Filatova et al., 2009a; Parker and Filatova, 2008); 
[17]

 (Magliocca 

et al., 2011); 
[18] 

(Chen et al., 2011);
 [19]

 (Brown et al., 2005b; Brown et al., 2004a; Brown and Robinson, 2006; Zellner et al., 2010); 
[20]

 (Brown et al., 2008); 

Model Name / Main 

Developers 

Domain Data Agents Resources 

Constraints 

Competitive 

Bidding 

Endogenous 

Relocation 

Measures of 

performance 

Sources of 

agent 

heterogeneity 

Effect of agent 

heterogeneity 

Monticino 
[41]

 Ur+PI Empirical F+D+G+R yes no no SM 1 no 

AusUrbia
 [42]

 Ur+PI Empirical F+R+D yes yes yes SD+SM+AM >3 no 

Ligtenberg 
[43]

 Ur+Pl Empirical H+P no no no SD+LM 2 no 

Jjumba 
[44]

 Ur+Pl Empirical P+D+H+B yes no yes SD+LM 2 no 

PUMA 
[45]

 MS Empirical B+H+F+G+D yes n/a n/a SD >3 no 

ILUMASS 
[46]

 MS Empirical B+D yes n/a yes SD >3 no 

UrbanSim
 [47]

 MS Empirical G+H+B+D yes n/a yes n/a >3 no 

ILUTE 
[48]

 MS Empirical D+H+B yes yes yes n/a >3 no 

MALUT
 [49]

 MS Empirical H+B yes yes yes SD+EM 3 no 

MoSeS 
[50]

 MS Empirical R+T no no no SD+LM >3 yes 

HI-LIFE 
[51]

 MS Empirical H yes no yes SD+AM >3 no 
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[21]
 (Caruso et al., 2007; Caruso et al., 2009; Caruso et al., 2005); 

[22] 
(Diappi and Bolchi, 2008); 

[23]
 (Ligmann-Zielinska and Jankowski, 2010); 

[24] 
(Jackson et 

al., 2008); 
[25] 

(Torrens, 2007);
 [26] 

(Xie et al., 2007); 
[27]

 (O'Sullivan, 2002); 
[28]

 (Loibl et al., 2007; Loibl and Toetzer, 2003);
 [29]

 (Otter et al., 2001); 
[30]

 (Sasaki 

and Box, 2003); 
[31]

(Li and Liu, 2007); 
[32]

 (Tao et al., 2009); 
[33] 

(Yin and Muller, 2007); 
[34]

 (Augustijn-Beckers et al., 2011); 
[35]

 (Haase et al., 2010); 
[36]

 

(Barros, 2012);
 [37] 

(Tian et al., 2011); 
[38] 

(Parker et al., 2012a; Robinson et al., 2010);
 [39] 

(Ligmann-Zielinska, 2009; Ligmann-Zielinska and Sun, 2010);
 [40] 

(Robinson et al., 2012);
 [41]

 (Monticino et al., 2007);
 [42]

 (Heckbert and Smajgl, 2005);
 [43]

 (Ligtenberg et al., 2004);
 [44] 

(Jjumba and Dragićević, 2011);
 [45] 

(Ettema et al., 2007);
 [46]

 (Wagner and Wegener, 2007);
 [47]

 (Waddell, 2002; Waddell et al., 2003; Waddell et al., 2008); 
[48]

 (Miller et al., 2008; Salvini and 

Miller, 2005); 
[49]

 (Kii and Doi, 2005); 
[50] 

(Wu and Birkin, 2012; Wu et al., 2008);
 [51]

 (Fontaine and Rounsevell, 2009)
 
. 
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4.3. Urban residential choice model based on ABM 

One of the essential differences between an ABM and previous models (e.g., system 

dynamics, cellular automata) is its ability to simulate emergent pattern from decision-

making processes and behaviors of individual intelligent agents. This ability grants 

modelers more freedom to explicitly model causal factors, agents’ behaviors, and to 

represent model output. As modelers are free to decide upon these features, technically 

there are no binding conditions on what can and what cannot be put into an ABM. This 

flexibility results in great variety of ABMs. This review of ABMs further focuses on the 

three features: agent heterogeneity, representation of market process, and measurement of 

output. 

 

4.3.1 Agent heterogeneity 

Agent heterogeneity is one of the main reasons that ABM is attractive to researchers in 

simulating residential choice in an urban context (Huang et al., in review). The 

limitations and restrictions of a single representative agent and the requirement for static 

equilibrium conditions faced by traditional economic models can be relaxed to include 

agent heterogeneity (Arthur, 1999, 2005; Axtell, 2000, 2003; Epstein, 1999; Farmer and 

Foley, 2009; Hommes, 2005; Tesfatsion, 2006). While some analytical urban models 

incorporate agents’ heterogeneity, they do it only within a 1D landscape, which can be 

heterogeneous in maximum two attributes, because the difficulty in finding an analytical 

solution increases prominently as incorporating one source of agent heterogeneity (Anas, 

1990; Epple and Platt, 1998; Irwin, 2010). Moreover, a greater variety of emergent 

landscape patterns and LUCC phenomena can be simulated from the bottom up, for 

example, urban sprawl, urban gentrification, and residential segregation. (Benenson and 
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Torrens, 2004a; Chen et al., 2011; Macy and Willer, 2002; Wu and Plantinga, 2003). 

 

4.3.1.1 Ways to model agents’ heterogeneity 

From a broad perspective, heterogeneity among agents in an ABM can be introduced 

through multiple types of agents. The interactions between different types of agents may 

also lead to different model outputs. In this review, however, we define agent 

heterogeneity in a more narrow way. Specifically, agent heterogeneity refers to 

differences in attributes and decision-making rules among individuals within the same 

agent type. The differences could be either internal (e.g., demographic and household 

characteristics, personal experiences, expectations, and risk attitudes) or external (e.g., 

social networks, accessibility to information, and policies) (Irwin, 2010; Valbuena et al., 

2008).  

The method to incorporate agent heterogeneity into an urban ABM depends on the 

objective of the study and data availability in an empirical case study (Smajgl et al., 

2011). Based on the division between categorization and variation proposed by Brown 

and Robinson (2006), approaches to introduce agent heterogeneity are divided and 

categorized in a matrix through the representation of attributes and decision-making rules 

(see Table 4-5). 

 

Table 4-5 Matrix classification of agent heterogeneity 

  Attributes 

  Constant Variable 

Decision-making 

rules 

Constant I III 

Variable II IV 
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I. During an entire model run the attributes and decision-making rules of agents 

remain constant. Agents are usually identical within the same agent type. Typical 

examples can be found in the variations of the Schelling’s segregation models. In 

most cases, agents maintain their attributes (i.e. threshold to move) and decision-

making rule (i.e. tolerance of neighborhood composition) throughout (Benenson 

and Torrens, 2004b; Schelling, 1971). Examples can be also found in various 

empirical models (Diappi and Bolchi, 2008; Kii and Doi, 2005; Tian et al., 2011; 

Torrens and Nara, 2007). 

II. The second approach is to divide the agents into different groups within an agent 

type. In this category, agents’ attributes are still invariant during an entire model 

run, but their decision-making rules are differentiated. For example, in the 

segregation model adopted by Jayaprakash et al. (2009), black residents are 

indifferent to the composition of residents in the neighborhood, while the white 

residents are averse to living in a black neighborhood. Another example can be 

found in the research conducted by Fernandez et al. (2005). They implemented 

cluster analysis to classify the exurban households into different groups according 

to their socioeconomic and demographic characteristics. These groups have 

different preferences (i.e. weights) for residential choices (see also Brown and 

Robinson, 2006). 

III. In contrast to the former two categories, agents’ attributes are no longer invariant in 

the third and fourth category of ABMs. Their attributes can change with the 

evolution of time and interaction with other agents and environment. Agents in 

integrated models with MSMs usually belong to these two categories as life-cycle 

events, such as marriage, birth of child, divorce, will greatly impact households’ 

decision on the location and preference for a house (e.g., house type, number of 

rooms, and number of bathrooms). In the third category, agents follow a constant 
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decision-making function even if some input components are temporally dynamic 

(e.g., age, number of persons, total income). For example, Barros et al. (2003; 2012) 

simulated peripherisation in Latin America. In their model, the decision-making 

rule (i.e., the property is acquired by an agent who is more economic powerful than 

other bidders) is constant while their attributes, individual income, can vary over 

time. 

IV. Both the agents’ attributes and their decision-making rules vary in the fourth 

category. In this category, some of agents’ attributes will change over time, and 

when they reach certain conditions, agents will adapt another decision-making rule. 

For instance, an empirical ABM-MSM is used to simulate the spatial location of 

student populations in Leeds (Wu and Birkin, 2012; Wu et al., 2008). Four types of 

students (i.e. first year undergraduate, second-third year undergraduate, master 

students and Ph.D. students) and their difference in housing priorities are identified 

by census data and household surveys. More specifically, first year undergraduates 

tend to stay in university accommodations, and second-third undergraduate would 

like to choose private rented accommodation. Each agent will experience an aging 

process and change their rules accordingly. 

 

4.3.1.2 Evaluating the effect of agent heterogeneity 

Currently, the most common method of evaluating the effect of agent heterogeneity on 

the output of ABMs is to compare the results between a baseline scenario with 

homogeneous agents or agents with random attributes and a scenario with heterogeneous 

agents (e.g., Brown and Robinson, 2006). The comparison usually supports the 

importance of agent heterogeneity and demonstrates biases when agent heterogeneity is 

omitted. For example, Filatova et al (2011a) find qualitatively different results in spatial 
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and economic metrics in hazard-prone areas (leading to very different policies to be 

applied) between households with heterogeneous risk perceptions based on the empirical 

survey distribution and homogeneous agents with risk perception equal to the average of 

the population.  

In addition to that simple comparison, the effect of agent heterogeneity has been 

further evaluated by varying the distributions of agents’ attributes. Using an exurban 

development model, SOME, Brown and his colleagues (2006) introduce agent 

heterogeneity derived from survey results in five different distributions by varying 

overall/group means and standard deviations of agents’ attributes. The result of 

sensitivity analysis confirms that adding agent heterogeneity can significantly influence 

the spatial pattern of sprawl and clustering development. Researchers also vary the level 

of agent heterogeneity and assess its impact on the results. For instance, Chen et al. 

(2011), found heterogeneity in income can lead to leapfrog development in an exurban 

area and that exurban development is encouraged when the level of income heterogeneity 

is more severe. 

Although heterogeneous agents are adopted in numerous models, and the effects of 

agent heterogeneity are emphasized by researchers, comprehensive methods designed to 

evaluate and understand the effect of agent heterogeneity in a systematic way are rare. In 

Table 4-4, less than 20% of these models (9 out of 51) have evaluated the effects of agent 

heterogeneity, although all of them represent agent heterogeneity to some extent. The 

deficiency in methods for evaluating the effects of agent heterogeneity is magnified when 

there are multiple sources of agent heterogeneity (i.e. multiple heterogeneous attributes of 

an agent and/or heterogeneous decision-making processes). As seen from Table 4-4, 

nearly 65% of models (33 out of 51) have agents with more than one source of agent 

heterogeneity, but none of them evaluate the effect on outcomes by sequentially adding 

new sources of agent heterogeneity or increasingly magnify the degree of heterogeneity. 
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In summary, agent heterogeneity is a double-bladed sword. It is one of the driving 

forces for residential decision in an urban context. It also introduces additional 

uncertainties and difficulties in verification and validation of ABMs (Evans, 2012; 

Manson et al., 2012; Miller et al., 2011). How to appropriately incorporate agent 

heterogeneity is an important question, which affects the performance of any model. To 

respond to this challenge an ABM developer should critically reflect on the number of 

dimensions of attributes’ heterogeneity, on the level of agent heterogeneity, and on the 

interaction among different agent heterogeneity. 

 

4.3.2 Land market representation 

A number of researchers have emphasized that the land market should be represented in 

spatially explicit urban land use models to better explore and simulate the complex 

interactions between economic systems and natural systems (Haase and Schwarz, 2009; 

Irwin, 2010; Irwin and Geoghegan, 2001; Ligmann-Zielinska and Jankowski, 2007; 

Parker and Filatova, 2008). As Parker and her colleagues (2012b) argue, land market 

factors, ranging from credit availability, interest rates, the strength of demand relative to 

supply, institutional details of land market, to subsidies, taxes, quotas and insurance, will 

affect land-use change spatially and quantitatively. Applications of ABM with land 

market representations are increasing (Chen et al., 2011; Ettema, 2011; Filatova et al., 

2011a; Gilbert et al., 2009; Magliocca et al., 2011; Parker et al., 2012a; Parker and 

Filatova, 2008), and a detailed review is given below. 

 

4.3.2.1 Representations of market processes in practice 

To study the impacts of land market representation, Parker et al. (2012b) identify five 
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market levels ranging from a simple form to a complex structure. As the market level 

increases, a new land market element is progressively added: locational preferences, 

resources constraints, competitive bidding, strategic behavior, and endogenous supply 

decisions. The first three market elements are commonly found in existing spatially 

explicit ABMs. In addition, endogenous relocation is frequently modeled, even in the 

absence of land market representation. However, the real relocation processes, the timing 

and motivation of relocation, are highly related to economic conditions, such as moving 

cost, employment opportunity, income increase, neighborhood quality (Parker et al., 

2012b). Therefore, we regard endogenous relocation as a land market element and 

compare the differences in representing these four elements across the 51 models (Table 

4-4). 

Preferences: residential choice is made based on a utility or suitability measuring 

function. Agents have heterogeneous preferences for properties according to the location, 

the neighborhood of property and their socioeconomic characteristics. Almost all the 

models listed in Table 4-4 have functions evaluating the attractiveness of property. 

Although the final residential choice is based on utility, the methods calculating the 

utility vary. The Cobb–Douglas function is the most commonly-used functional form in 

urban economics due to its analytical tractability (Wu and Plantinga, 2003). The 

preference coefficient in the Cobb-Douglass utility function represents not only the 

strength of attractiveness of a certain locational attribute but also a share of budget an 

agent is willing to pay for it. Examples can be found in the models of SOME (Brown and 

Robinson, 2006), the ALMA series (Filatova et al., 2009a), CHALMS (Magliocca et al., 

2011), and HI-LIFE (Fontaine and Rounsevell, 2009). Other methods are also adopted by 

researchers, such as the Ideal Point decision rule implemented by Ligmann-Zielinska 

(2009). In this method, the utility is determined by the attractive differences among a 
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given property, the ideal property and the nadir
5
 property. Another example is the 

heuristic approach used by (Jackson et al., 2008). In this model, four types of agents 

choose their properties by different criteria in a decision tree fashion. 

Resource constraints: resource constraints mean that buyers’ residential choices 

are restricted by their budgets. In other words, resources constraints reflect the 

affordability of housing for buyers. Commonly, a buyer agent provides a valuation (WTP) 

and/or bid price for a specific parcel, which depends on their fixed housing budgets. 

There are also cases in which their residential choices are indirectly determined by the 

average income conditions in the neighborhood (Benenson, 1999; Tao et al., 2009). 

Among all the 51 models, nearly two thirds of them (31/51, 61%) have the component of 

resources constraints (see Table 4-4). For example, heterogeneous incomes works as a 

constraint for renting and buying a house in a gentrification model (Jackson et al., 2008; 

O'Sullivan, 2002), and a driving force causing segregation pattern in residence (Feitosa et 

al., 2011; Jayaprakash et al., 2009).  

Competitive bidding: the sequence of parcel allocation is determined via a 

competitive bidding process, in which only the buyer providing the highest WTP acquires 

the parcel. Only 11 models have the competitive bidding process, while 31 models lack it. 

(Some models didn’t describe their parcel allocation method in the publications.) The 

bidding process allocates properties among agents not only in space but also in time 

(Chen et al., 2011). It is explicitly defined as a competitive market in which agents make 

a bid for locations that maximize their utility (Parker and Filatova, 2008). Sometimes it is 

simulated in an indirect way, for example, as a negotiation process (Ettema, 2011) or an 

accumulating application process (Li and Liu, 2007).  

Relocation is the process by which residents who have settled earlier decide to 

                                                             

5. Nadir means minimum, worst, or bottom 
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move to another location. In a broad perspective, not only migrating residents who 

remain in the model, but also residents who leave the system are regarded as relocating 

agents. It is simulated in 30 (~59%) of the reviewed models (see Table 4-4), although 

some of them do not model it as an endogenous process and do not involve interactions 

between relocation and market elements. For instance, in the ABM simulating 

gentrification process, agents are forced to relocate by economic imperative, namely, 

when they cannot afford their current places (Jackson et al., 2008), while in most 

variations of the Schelling’s segregation models, agents’ movement are driven by 

increasing dissimilarity of ethnic composition at local neighborhood (Benenson and 

Torrens, 2004a). 

 

4.3.2.2 Open questions in ABMs with land market representation 

Our review reveals that some complex land market elements, such as competitive bidding, 

are less frequently incorporated in models (see Table 4-4). The objective of any model is 

to, on the one hand, replicate the real situation as precisely as possible, and on the other 

hand, keep the model as simple as possible. The tradeoff between the simplicity of the 

model and robustness of results gives rise to the open question: do the effects of diverse 

land market elements contribute to improving the validity and robustness of model 

(Huang et al., in review; Sun et al., in review). Meanwhile, researchers argue that 

different elements of market representation could significantly influence both the 

complexity of a model and its spatial and economic outcomes (Polhill et al., 2007). 

However, to our knowledge, there is no research systematically investigating how all 

these market elements affect the spatial and economic patterns and trajectories of land 

use change. The open question is how to evaluate the effects of diverse land market 

elements in the design of an ABM and concomitant experiments. 
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Additionally, as more land market elements are simulated in the model, the 

implications of a much broader range of policies, especially economic policies, can be 

tested in the model, which will potentially provide insightful information to support 

decision-making of planners and stakeholders. The open question is how to ensure the 

transparency of land market processes as well as the reliability of output to their decisions. 

 

4.3.3 Measurement of outcomes 

Relative to simpler modeling methods, ABM brings another dimension of outcomes 

because it can simulate the decisions and behaviors of individual agents and consequent 

emergent patterns. Meanwhile, random processes are incorporated in the simulation of 

agents. Collectively, these dimensions pose a greater challenge in measuring model 

outcomes. 

 

4.3.3.1 Landscape-level and aggregated-level outcomes 

Traditionally, urban land-use models provide spatial outcomes of land use composition 

and pattern, and socioeconomic outcome at a landscape or an aggregated level. These 

outcomes are further analyzed to validate the model and provide projections under “what-

if” scenarios. Spatial metrics, which stem from landscape ecology in the late 1980s and 

are based on a categorical, patch-based representation of a landscape, are the most 

common method for analyzing spatial patterns (Herold et al., 2005). About 85% of the 

models (43 out of 51) use spatial distributions or landscape metrics to analyze their 

results, for example, the measure of fragmentation and land use diversity caused by 

externalities in urban ABMs (Brown et al., 2004a; Parker and Meretsky, 2004), or the 

measure of segregation by income or cultural/ethnical identity (Benenson, 1998; Fossett 
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and Waren, 2005; Jayaprakash et al., 2009; Omer, 2005; Schelling, 1971). 

 

4.3.3.2 Individual-level outcomes 

At the same time due to agent heterogeneity and land market representation urban 

residential choice ABMs provide process-based results and socioeconomic outputs at the 

individual level, such as individual transaction prices, social welfare and bidding history. 

This additional information also has the potential to play an important role in model 

verification, validation, and result analysis (Evans, 2012; Ngo and See, 2012). It also has 

the ability to enrich our understanding of the complex processes of land-cover and land-

use change (LUCC) and their consequences. For instance, the detailed trajectories of 

LUCC at the agent level can be used to explore the path-dependent process of residential 

choice. However, only 7 models
6
 (14%) use individual information in their analysis, and 

only 9 models
7

 (18%) use economic results to validate a model’s performances. 

Examples include the rent map and curve used by Caruso et al. (2007; 2009; 2005) and 

the regression analysis used by Xie et al. (2007). Therefore, how to analyze the broad 

dimensions of outcomes at the agent level is a challenge yet to be overcome. 

 

4.3.3.3 Stochasticity and repetitive runs 

Incorporation of intelligent adaptive agents in a model adds more random and stochastic 

factors and processes. Researchers find it unreliable to measure the output based on a 

single run of model under a given parameter settings. Repetitive model runs are required 

to assure that an outcome is stable irrespective of different random seeds (in LUXE, the 

                                                             

6 Model No. 7, 11,18, 19, 35, 42, 51 in Table 4-4 

7 Model No. 11, 16, 17, 18, 21, 26, 32, 41, 42 in Table 4-4. 
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random seeds are used to initialize budget and preference heterogeneity). Therefore, 

modelers use different approaches to retrieve information from repetitive runs. The most 

straightforward method is to use the averages and variances of outputs after repetitive 

runs (Brown and Robinson, 2006; Crooks, 2010; Ettema, 2011; Magliocca et al., 2011; 

O'Sullivan et al., 2003; Zellner et al., 2010). Another common method is using a formal 

sensitivity analysis (Caruso et al., 2007; Jackson et al., 2008; Kii and Doi, 2005; 

Ligmann-Zielinska and Jankowski, 2010; Ligmann-Zielinska and Sun, 2010; Loibl et al., 

2007; Loibl and Toetzer, 2003). Statistical tests, such as t-test (Filatova et al., 2009a; 

Filatova et al., 2009b; Wasserman and Yohe, 2001) and ANOVA analysis (Sasaki and 

Box, 2003), are also conducted to confirm the stability of outcomes. However, there is no 

agreement on either the criteria determining the number of repetitive runs or a method of 

analyzing the outcomes of repetitive runs. 

 

4.4 Conclusion and discussion 

This chapter provides an overview of functionalities brought by ABM to simulate urban 

residential choices, with specific attention to agent heterogeneity, land market 

representation and measurement of outcomes. Following the continuum from theoretical 

to empirical, the 51 models reviewed in this chapter can be generally divided into three 

categories: classical models extended using ABM, models simulating different stages of 

urbanization process, and integrated ABM-MSM models. Their features are summarized 

and compared within each category of models.  

Three distinctive features stemming from the ABM technique are reviewed and 

discussed in detail. The first one is agent heterogeneity. Agent heterogeneity is 

introduced into a model by changing either agents’ attributes or their decision-making 

rules. However, the insufficiency of methods to evaluate the effects of agent 
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heterogeneity on the outcomes of urban dynamics/patterns might be a challenge in 

guaranteeing the validity of simulation results. The second feature is the level of land 

market representation, which can be gradually increased by adding resource constraints, 

competitive bidding, and endogenous relocation upon a residential choice driven by 

preferences only. Among the four elements reviewed here, preferences are the most 

commonly represented element, while competitive bidding is the least. Resource 

constraints and endogenous relocation are less popular than preferences, and the 

implementation of endogenous relocation usually does not represent the direct interaction 

between household and land market. The necessity and the methods of assessing the 

effects of diverse land market representation on the outcomes will be a priority area of 

study when incorporating land market elements in an ABM. And the last feature of 

interest for this review is methods to analyze macro and micro level outcomes of an 

ABM. Traditional measurements, such as spatial metrics alone, are not sufficient to study 

an ABM outcome. It is necessary to use a wider range of methods, metrics including 

individual level observations to study and visualize outputs, and to verify and validate 

models. 

Urban land-use models can benefit from ABM by incorporating heterogeneous 

intelligent agents and explicit modeling of an institution that stands behind land exchange 

(i.e., land market representation in this case). However, the flexibility of modeling 

technique and consequent broader dimension of outcomes will also bring considerable 

challenges. 

First, the tradeoff between the simplicity of the model and the ability to replicate 

complex human-environment interactions in urban context provide a great challenge for 

researchers. In the landmark book, Models in Geography (Chorley and Haggett, 1967), 

models are defined as “selective approximations designed to elucidate fundamentals; 

pattern-seeking or structured; suggestive or speculative instruments, which were 
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experimentally fertile in suggesting further questions; analogies; constructional stepping 

stones to the building of theories and laws – not to be tested as true or false, but as 

appropriate, simulating and significant; and finally, cognitive – promoting the 

communication of scientific ideas” (page 22-24). As such, a model is an abstract 

simplification and representation of real world rather than a complete replication of 

reality. Thus, the important question is whether these features (e.g., agent heterogeneity, 

land market representation) brought by ABMs are essential and necessary for simulating 

urban residential phenomena (O'Sullivan et al., 2012). In other words, the decision to 

include agent heterogeneity or land market elements depends on whether the nature of 

urban residential patterns needs to be captured by a setting of heterogeneous agents and 

presence of land market institution, and whether the final results will be significantly 

biased or conflicting when agent heterogeneity or a land market is missing. 

Second, when more features are simulated in the model, representing the interactions 

within each feature and between features poses another challenge. As discussed in 

Section 3.1, agent heterogeneity suggests agents may vary in multiple attributes and their 

decision-making rules. The interaction within multiple sources of agent heterogeneity and, 

between agent heterogeneity and land market representation, is complex and nonlinear. It 

can potentially lead to unexplored effects (Huang et al., in review). The exploration of 

nonlinearity, complexity, and sensitivity, therefore, need to be conducted beforehand to 

confirm the reliability of a model (Parker, in review; Parker et al., 2002). 

The third challenge is the conflict between the demand for the data at the individual 

level and scarcity of available data (Batty et al., 2012). Agent heterogeneity raises a 

strong demand for the data at individual or household level, which are relatively rare in 

historical records and census. Sometimes its representation requires conducting extensive 

surveys, role-playing games or laboratory experiments to collect behavioral data. The 

uncertainty within the data and the inconsistency between observed pattern and stated 
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preferences in surveys place another obstacle in simulation (Evans, 2012). Moreover, as 

ABMs generate output data at both macro (e.g., aggregated spatial patterns and socio-

economic measures) and micro levels (e.g., changes in individual welfare, evolution of 

individual decisions rules or opinions) across multiple dimensions (e.g., spatial, economic, 

demographic), new methods of measuring, visualizing and communicating these outputs 

are in great need (Grimm and Railsback, 2012; Parker et al., 2003). 
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Chapter 5 Effects of agent heterogeneity in the 

presence of a land-market: a systematic test in 

an agent-based laboratory 

5.1 Introduction 

Land-use and land-cover change (LUCC) in the context of an urban environment is the 

result of the dynamics of coupled human and natural systems. Agent-based models 

(ABMs) have advantages in simulating the complexity (e.g., nonlinearity, path-

dependence, heterogeneity, and emergence) in these systems and integrating empirical 

findings from multiple disciplines (e.g., geography, sociology, economy, and psychology) 

(Batty, 2005; Liu et al., 2007). For these reasons, both theoretical and empirical ABMs 

have been developed to simulate urban LUCC (Clifford, 2008; Liu et al., 2007; Matthews 

et al., 2007; Parker et al., 2003; Robinson et al., 2007).  

One of the essential advantages of ABM is its ability to connect heterogeneous 

individual decision-making processes with emergent spatial patterns. In fact, empirical 

studies show that the heterogeneity among agents, including preferences for amenity, risk 

perceptions, income differences, demographic and household characteristics and different 

strategies of land development and management, plays a pivotal role in determining 

spatial landscape patterns and socioeconomic outcomes (Brown & Robinson, 2006; 

Ghoulmie et al., 2005; Ligmann-Zielinska, 2009; Magliocca et al., 2011). In addition to 

agent heterogeneity, representations of land-market processes, for example, preferences, 

budget constraints, and competitive bidding, are important factors in bridging the gap 

between rigorous spatial dynamics models and existing ABMs that omit these 

components (Irwin, 2010; Parker et al., 2012b). 
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Although agent heterogeneity and market representation are main components in 

modeling urban LUCC, the effects of agent heterogeneity under various land market 

representation have not been systematically inspected (Irwin, 2010; Parker et al., 2012b; 

Parker and Filatova, 2008). The deficiency lies in several aspects. First, few models 

incorporate market process. Second, even though almost every ABM has agent 

heterogeneity to some extent, few studies have systematically tested the effects of 

continuous variation in the magnitude of agent heterogeneity on the output, especially in 

a model that has land market mechanisms (Parker et al., 2012b). Moreover, several 

studies come to conflicting conclusions regarding the effects of agent heterogeneity on 

projected land-use patterns (more details in Section 5.2.3). Third, the interactions 

between multiple sources of agent heterogeneity are overlooked since most of models 

treat agents with a single heterogeneous characteristic. 

Using a stylized Agent-based land market model (ABLMM) named LUXE (Land 

Use in eXurban Environments), which simulates residential choices under different levels 

of market representations, we systematically investigate the multidimensional effects of 

agent heterogeneity on spatial and socioeconomic patterns of land-use change. In our 

model, there are two sources of agent heterogeneity. One is income heterogeneity, which 

imposes constraints on the affordability of buying land; the other is preference 

heterogeneity, which influences locational choice. Landscape measures (e.g., edge 

density) as well as socioeconomic measures (e.g., evenness index) are used to analyze the 

spatial patterns of land use and land price. The innovation of this chapter is to 

comprehensively explore the effects of agent heterogeneity in an ABLMM. The findings 

could potentially provide insights on the design of ABMs as well as reconcile some 

conflicts in the outcomes of existing ABMs. 

To meet this goal, we address four research questions: (1) How does agents’ 

heterogeneity in incomes or in locational preferences affect emergent land-use patterns? 
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(2) How does the magnitude of heterogeneity in the agents’ population affect spatial and 

economic phenomena? (3) Do the collective effects from multiple sources of agent 

heterogeneity vary under different market representations? and (4) Are different 

representations of market elements able to reconcile some conflicting results about the 

effects of agent heterogeneity drawn by other models? The chapter is organized in the 

following way. Section 5.2 provides an overview on modeling agent heterogeneity and 

land markets with ABMs. Section 5.3 presents the stylized ABLMM and the settings for 

the experiments designed to explore the effects of agent heterogeneity under four market 

representations. In section 5.4, results of different experiments are compared. Finally, 

section 5.5 provides the general conclusion and discussion. 

 

5.2 ABM and Heterogeneity: A brief overview 

Spatially explicit ABM is widely used for simulating complex urban land-use change 

phenomena, including residential choice (Brown, et al., 2008; Kii and Doi, 2005; 

Ligmann-Zielinska, 2009; Torrens, 2007), social-economic segregation (Benenson, 1998; 

Benenson, Omer, & Hatna, 2002; Crooks, 2006; Feitosa et al., 2011; Fossett and Waren, 

2005; Jayaprakash et al., 2009; O'Sullivan et al., 2003), gentrification (Diappi and Bolchi, 

2008; Jackson et al., 2008; O'Sullivan, 2002) , verification of location theory (Sasaki and 

Box, 2003) , zoning and urban planning (Ligtenberg et al., 2004; Zellner et al., 2010), the 

housing market (Ettema, 2011; Filatova et al., 2009a; Filatova et al., 2009b; Magliocca et 

al., 2011; Parker and Filatova, 2008) and microsimulation of urban systems (Ettema et al., 

2007; Kii and Doi, 2005; Miller et al., 2008; Miller et al., 2011; Waddell, 2002; Waddell 

et al., 2008; Wagner and Wegener, 2007). Agent heterogeneity plays an important role in 

these models. 
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5.2.1 Heterogeneous economic agents 

In a spatial land market model, agent heterogeneity refers to the differences among either 

characteristics of individual decision makers (e.g., preferences, incomes) or their 

behavioral functions (e.g., expectations formation, decision-making strategies). The 

differences could be either internal (e.g., demographic and household characteristics, 

personal experiences, expectations, and risk attitudesor external (e.g., social networks, 

accessibility to information, and policies) (Irwin, 2010; Valbuena et al., 2008). Generally 

speaking, two approaches are used to introduce agent heterogeneity at model 

initialization (Brown and Robinson, 2006). The first method is to continuously vary the 

agent characteristics (e.g., income or preference). For example, Benenson (1999) found 

continuously varying economic characteristics (e.g., income and income growth rate) will 

result in a relatively stable residential distribution. Filatova et al (2011a) found 

qualitatively different results in spatial and economic metrics in hazard-prone areas 

between households with heterogeneous risk perceptions based on an empirical survey 

distribution and homogeneous agents with risk perception equal to the average of the 

population.  

The second method to impose heterogeneity is to divide the agents into different 

categories. The typology of agents could be determined by either one attribute (e.g., 

ethnicity) or multiple criteria (e.g., income level and neighborhood circumstance) (e.g., 

An, 2012). Different groups of agents could share the same decision-making function but 

have different parameters for the function, or they could even have different decision-

making strategies. For example, Li and Liu (2007) divided households into five groups 

and empirically calibrated their weights on the same utility function. Satisfactory results 

of residential development were produced by a few groups of agents. Ghoulmie and 

colleagues (2005) found, in a single-asset financial market that heterogeneity of agent 

strategies is one of the important ingredients in reproducing some regular patterns. 
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Magliocca et al., (2011) also used different decision making processes for developers in 

the formation of rent expectations and suggested the path dependence of spatial patterns 

has direct linkage with individual heterogeneity. 

 

5.2.2 Agent heterogeneity in an agent-based land market models 

Classical analytical land-market models such as the Von Thünen model (Von Thünen, 

1966) and the monocentric city models (Alonso, 1964; Mills, 1972; Muth, 1969) 

established theoretical benchmarks for economic models of urban land-use change, e.g., 

the downward-sloping rent gradient, which is also seen robustly in the real world.  Such 

analytical models, however, are of limited utility for examining spatial and actor-level 

heterogeneity in combination.  In response, the usefulness of spatially explicit ABMs that 

contain land market representations has been emphasized by reviews (Haase and 

Schwarz, 2009; Irwin, 2010; Irwin and Geoghegan, 2001; Ligmann-Zielinska and 

Jankowski, 2007; Parker and Filatova, 2008); however, ABMs that have a representation 

of an explicit land market remain relatively rare. A subset of these models has enabled 

researchers to extend these classical models to directly simulate individual’s behavior in a 

land market, replicating the classical results as a model verification exercise (Chen et al., 

2011; Filatova et al., 2009b). 

The importance of ABLMM in understanding the effects of agent heterogeneity 

on the processes and patterns of LUCC can be summarized in several aspects. First, 

ABLMM provides a more flexible platform that needs fewer assumptions and restrictions 

compared to traditional economic models. As discussed in greater detail in Section 5.2.3, 

models can embrace agent heterogeneity rather than use a representative agent, and focus 

more on the out-of equilibrium dynamic rather than on the equilibrium per se (Arthur, 

2005; Hommes, 2005; Kirman, 1992; Tesfatsion, 2006). Second, in addition to the 
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aggregated spatial patterns and economic metrics, ABLMM generates heterogeneous 

information at the individual level (e.g., agent’s preference and pricing information). This 

additional information can provide various measurements (e.g., segregation index, sprawl 

measurement, and rent gradients) to compare with empirical findings or theoretical 

studies and enrich our understanding of the process of LUCC and its consequences. Third, 

it serves as a laboratory to test some hypotheses about effects of agent heterogeneity in 

land-use simulations. On the one hand, empirical data can be used in an ABLMM to 

replicate the LUCC trajectory; on the other hand, theoretical models can help researchers 

find out what kinds of data should be collected to parameterize empirical information into 

the model. 

We identify three critical elements of the land-market process: preferences, 

budget constraints, and competitive bidding (Parker et al., 2012b). Building upon these 

three, Table 5-1 divides the market mechanisms into four levels, and then compares the 

market representations and agent heterogeneity realized in the representative models 

mentioned above.  

 In market level 0, agents make residential choice based on preferences 

without budget constraints or competitive bidding. Representative 

applications are the SOME model developed by Brown et al. (2004a; 2006) 

and the model developed by Benenson et al. (1998; 1999). The agents are 

potentially heterogeneous in their preference for residential density in the 

former model, and in the latter model their budgets are potentially 

heterogeneous.  

 In market level 0.5, competitive bidding is added. A representative model is 

developed by Ligmann-Zielinska (2009), which simulates the developer’s 

bidding behavior with heterogeneous risk attitudes.  

 Budget constraints for buyers are represented in market level 1. The 
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geographic automata model developed by Torrens (2007) is an example.  

 In the last level, market level 2, both competitive bidding and budget 

constraints are included. The ALMA-C (Filatova et al., 2009b) model and 

CHALMS model (Magliocca et al., 2011) have the functionality to simulate 

both mechanisms.  

It is evident that the market representations are different for these representative 

models. However, none of these models is able to fully examine the effects of agent 

heterogeneity across all these market representations. 

 

Table 5-1 Agent heterogeneity and market levels in representative models 

Market 

level 
Bidding 

Budget 

constraint 

Agent 

heterogeneity 

Representative models 

Preference Budget 

L0 No No 

No No Standard CA 

Yes No 
SOME, Brown et al. (2004a; 

2006), Zellner et al. (2010) 

No Yes Benenson et al. (1998; 1999) 

L0.5 Yes No 
No No (Ligmann-Zielinska, 2009) 

Yes No (Ligmann-Zielinska, 2009) 

L1 No Yes 
No No 

CA model with threshold of 

land use change 

Yes Yes GA (Torrens, 2007) 

L2 Yes Yes 

No No 
CA model with multiple land 

uses 

Yes Yes 

ALMA-C (Filatova et al., 

2009b); CHALMS (Magliocca 

et al., 2011) 
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5.2.3 Effects of agent heterogeneity 

The ability to incorporate agent heterogeneity is one of the main reasons why ABM is 

attractive to both economists and geographers. For economists, an ABM provides a 

platform that could relax the assumptions and restrictions on traditional economic models 

(Arthur, 1999, 2005; Tesfatsion, 2006). Traditional economic models usually adopt a 

representative agent and assume a static equilibrium condition. However, in real 

conditions, agents are inherently different in their demographic and socioeconomic 

characteristics and therefore have different actions, strategies and expectations in their 

decision-making (Arthur, 2005; Axtell, 2000, 2003; Epstein, 1999; Farmer and Foley, 

2009; Hommes, 2005; Tesfatsion, 2006). Substitution of heterogeneous agents by a 

representative one in a model may result in failure to simulate realistic macro-pattern and 

misrepresent the response to a policy measure (Kirman, 1992). Counter-intuitively, in 

some cases, an increase of agent heterogeneity has the effect of producing regular and 

stabilizing results. In Kirman’s review (1992), an increase in the heterogeneity of income 

or preference may give rise to a smooth aggregated demand pattern. For geographers, an 

ABM provides a more powerful tool to simulate the heterogeneous interactions between 

human and natural system than traditional modeling approaches, which have not 

represented decision makers. Unlike CA models, which solely rely on the historical and 

neighborhood spatial heterogeneity, ABMs introduce heterogeneous decision makers 

(Macy and Willer, 2002). Increasingly, researchers have found that the agent 

heterogeneity is a driving force for landscape change. By allowing the inclusion of agent 

heterogeneity, emergent landscape pattern and LUCC phenomena can be simulated from 

the bottom up, for example, urban sprawl, urban gentrification, residential segregation, 

and locational choice of residents and firms (Benenson & Torrens, 2004a).  

Even though the importance of agent heterogeneity is emphasized by researchers, 

systematic investigations of the effects of agent heterogeneity are rare. This gap is 
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important for various reasons. First of all, most existing models have a single 

heterogeneous characteristic and focus on either spatial or socioeconomic outcomes. In 

reality, however, agents differ from each other in several characteristics, each of which 

might have similar effects. For instance, heterogeneous preferences for open space 

amenities, lifecycle events and income heterogeneity could lead to leapfrog and 

fragmented patterns (urban sprawl) as well as income segregation (An et al., 2010). 

Further, using only one heterogeneous characteristic excludes the interactions between 

different heterogeneous characteristics. Studies show the collective effect of multiple 

sources of agent heterogeneity affects the performance of model substantially. For 

instance, in the segregation model, Benenson (1999) found variation of economic status 

and cultural diversity have complicated effects on the stability and segregation of cultural 

groups. In a land-market model, Magliocca et al. (2011) found interactions between 

heterogeneity in preference for housing types and income will lead to sprawling 

development in an ex-urban area. 

Second, the effects of magnitude of agent heterogeneity on model outcomes are 

uncertain. For instance, Brown and Robinson (2006) used the SOME model to show that 

the presence of preference heterogeneity will lead to more sprawl regardless of the 

magnitude of preference heterogeneity. In contrast, Ligmann-Zielinska (2009) found the 

preference for specific criterion (e.g., attractiveness or price) has dominant effect on the 

spatial distribution of development, and the levels of compact development are 

significantly different when the representative developer changes his risk attitude. But the 

effects are negligible when there are multiple developers with combinations of 

heterogeneous risk attitudes. The open question is, does the spatial pattern vary 

monotonically with an increased magnitude of agent heterogeneity, or do multiple 

sources of agent heterogeneity have nonlinear effects on the outcomes? 

Third, inconsistent conclusions on the effect of agent heterogeneity are drawn by 
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different models. For example, Brown and Robinson (2006) have used survey data in the 

SOME model to show that adding preference heterogeneity to agents will result in more 

sprawling and fragmented development. However, in a latter study based on the same 

model, Zellner et al. (2010) found that the effect of incorporating heterogeneous 

preference is not uniform. More specifically, heterogeneity will induce compact 

development when most households have higher preference for density but sprawling 

development when the mean of density preference is low. Using another model, 

Ligmann-Zielinska (2009) found the land-use pattern is slightly less compact when the 

developers have heterogeneous risk attitudes. Filatova et al. (2009b) found that agents’ 

heterogeneous risk attitudes will lead to more developments in a coastal area that has 

higher level of amenity and is far from city center even under budget constraint and 

competitive bidding. It is clear that these conflicting conclusions are drawn by different 

models with different representations of market processes (Table 5-1). Evaluating the 

effect of agent heterogeneity across different levels of market representation gives us 

opportunity to reconcile these inconsistent conclusions. 

In summary, although most researchers agree on the importance of agent 

heterogeneity and represent it to some extent, the effects of varying multiple sources of 

agent heterogeneity are not systematically inspected, and the conclusions drawn are 

inconsistent. In addition, a considerable number of models have more than one source of 

agent heterogeneity. The open question now is to what extent the agent heterogeneity, 

magnitude of agent heterogeneity, and interaction of multiple sources of agent 

heterogeneity (e.g., budget and preference) will affect spatial and socioeconomic 

outcomes. A corollary question is whether differences, if found, can reconcile the 

inconsistent conclusions drawn by different models with market representations. Our 

stylized ABLMM, LUXE, provides the opportunities to explore these research questions 

through its ability to accommodate multiple sources of agent heterogeneity and to 
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evaluate the effects across different levels of market representation at the aggregated 

level and individual level. 

 

5.3 Model description and scenario setting 

The LUXE model belongs to the SLUCE II (Spatial Land Use Change and Ecological 

Effects) project, which is a part of a larger modeling effort that integrates land-use and 

land-management dynamics as well as ecosystem services processes (Robinson et al., in 

press). A more detailed description of the model can be found in Parker et al.
8
 (2012b). 

 

5.3.1 Model description 

Space in LUXE is divided into a rectangular lattice of congruent cells. Each cell is either 

agricultural land or residential land. There is a CBD centered in the lattice. No other 

public facilities, i.e. road network, school, or hospital, are represented.  

Two types of agents are simulated in the model. Sellers are the owners of land 

who put their lands in the market, receive and evaluate a number of bids from buyers, and 

sell the land to the highest bid, provided it is larger than their expected prices (i.e., 

willingness to accept, WTA). The second type of agents are buyers, who are households 

looking for residential land. Every buyer evaluates a number of parcels and forms a 

utility based upon spatial characteristics and individual preference given by a Cobb-

                                                             

8 The model is coded in Java and developed in the Eclipse platform, mainly by Dr. 

Shipeng Sun. I contributed to the testing and debugging of the model.  
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Douglas form
9
: 

 PAU                                                                                                                    (5-1) 

where U denotes utility; A stands for measure of open space amenity, which is the 

residential density in a Queen’s neighborhood
10

. The residential density is the reciprocal 

of the number of developed parcel in the defined neighborhood.  It is further normalized 

to a range from 0 to 1. α and β are the weights for A and P respectively and α + β=1. P is 

the proximity to the CBD. It can be calculated as: 

 maxmax /)( dddP                                                                                                     (5-2) 

 Where dmax is the maximum distance of development (it is 30 because the size of the 

landscape is 61, see Table 5-2), d denotes the distance from the parcel to the CBD 

measured in Euclidean distance. Therefore, when a parcel is developed at the edge of the 

landscape, its P value is 0; whereas it is developed in the center, its P value is 1. 

Buyers form their ask price (willingness to pay, WTP) based on the utility and 

available budget and transport cost (Filatova et al., 2009a). 

                                                             

9 LUXE combines the features of two existing models, ALMA and SOME, which are 

also based on the Cobb-Douglas form of utility calculation. The Cobb-Douglass 

functional form is a standard in economics, allowing easy comparison to other work.  

However, the form has acknowledged limitations, such as optimally allocating a fixed 

share of the buyer’s budget to each good, regardless of their income level. In this model, 

the buyer’s willingness to pay reflects their demand for a bundle of goods’ attributes —

proximity and amenities. In the real world, relative expenditures to these two factors 

might vary as income increases or decreases. Therefore, although we used the Cobb-

Douglass functional form here to maintain comparability to previous work, some results 

of the effect of budget heterogeneity might be modified using a more flexible functional 

form. This would be a valuable extension for future work. 

10 In this model, the neighborhood size is set to 2 (i.e. nearest 24 neighbors surrounding a 

host cell in a 5 by 5 neighborhood), because a neighborhood size larger than 2 is prone to 

induce a fragmented landscape and smaller ones encourage infill development. This 

neighborhood size results in a checkerboard pattern around the periphery of city (Fig. 5-

1). This pattern will be more compact if the size is 1 or more sparse if the size is larger 

than 2. 
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                                                                                                 (5-3) 

where B stands for the individual budget, and dt   is the transport cost to the CBD, which 

is a linear function of d, the distance to the CBD, and t, the transport cost per unit of 

distance, is set to 1. U is the utility from equation (1) and b is a constant that represents 

the affordability of all the other non-housing goods. The chosen WTP function is 

consistent with the previous ALMA model (Filatova et al., 2009a) and reflects the main 

qualitative properties of  the neoclassical demand function. 

The model starts with initialization of the CBD at the center of the space. Sellers 

are initialized with a fixed and homogenous WTA for every cell. Then a number of 

buyers are generated with potentially heterogeneous budgets and preferences. All sellers 

put their properties on the market, and buyers evaluate all the properties and bid on the 

one with the maximum utility. This implies the buyer will bid on the most desirable cell 

over the whole space. Sellers receive a number of bids via the market and decide whether 

to accept or reject the bid based on different rules under different market levels 

(explained in 5.3.2). A successful transaction is registered if the seller agrees to sell the 

parcel, and the land cell is then converted to residential. In this case, the transaction price 

is equal to buyer’s WTP. Failed buyers re-enter the market at the next step. Thus, each 

run of model may contain multiple steps. Finally, a market clearing condition is reached 

when no more transactions can be made. Essentially, this final result replicates a static 

economic equilibrium in the land market.  

 

5.3.2 Market levels 

In order to explore the effects of agent heterogeneity under different market 

representations, four levels of market representations are designed (see Table 5-1). The 

parameter setting for each market level is explained in Table 5-2. 
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Table 5-2 Key input parameters for the LUXE model 

Parameter Meaning Values 

Constant Parameters 

 size of the square landscape 61 

 number of household buyers 400 

 number of rural land sellers 3,721(61 by 61) 

 
the range of  𝛽 utility calculation, beta 

will be bounded by [𝛽 − 𝛿𝛽/2, 𝛽 +
𝛿𝛽/2] 

0.75 

 Budget splitting factor 0.6 

 unit transport cost 1.00 

 mean housing budget for buyers 160 

 
the size of a rook neighborhood in the 

calculation of open space amenity  
2 

 
mean value of preference for 

proximity in utility calculation 
0.5 

 
the number of parcels that a buyer 

evaluate for bidding 
4000 

C
 

whether the central parcel should be 

considered in calculating open space 

amenity in the neighborhood 

false 

Market level Parameters 

WTA Agricultural reservation price 0, 100 

 
number of bids allowed for one 

parcel, one means no bidding 
1, 400 

Note: market level 0: WTA=0 and =1; market level 0.5: WTA=0 and =400; market 

level 1: WTA=100 and =1; market level 2: WTA=100 and =400. 

In order to control the randomness in the model, all the buyers in the model have complete 

information of the land market. That means, buyers will evaluate all the parcels and bid on the 

one with the highest utility (Nsp > Ns). In market level 0.5 and 2 (with the market element of 

competitive bidding), the  is equal to Nb, it means that sellers can receive at maximum of 

400 bids and choose the highest one in case all the buyers compete for one parcel.  

 

 Market level 0 (L0) is the most primitive scenario, without budget constraints 

and competitive bidding. Therefore, the agricultural reservation price (WTA) 

and number of bids allowed for one parcel are set to 0 and 1 respectively. In 
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other words, each buyer in market level 0 will sequentially choose the parcel 

with the highest utility in a first-come first-serve way.  

 In market level 0.5 (L0.5), competitive bidding is added but a budget 

constraint is still missing. It implies that the buyers can compete for the same 

parcel, and the one with the highest bid will get that parcel. 

 In market level 1 (L1), a budget constraint is added, but competitive bidding 

is suppressed. That means that buyers will only get the parcel if their WTPs 

are higher than sellers’ fixed WTA. 

 Both competitive bidding and budget constraints are represented in market 

level 2 (L2). This implies that buyers will bid on the land, and the seller will 

accept the highest bid only if the maximum bid is larger than the WTA.  

Under the four market representations, we design three series of experiments to 

answer the three questions mentioned above with regard to the effects of agent 

heterogeneity on the spatial and socioeconomic outcomes. 
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5.3.3 Model setup 

Table 5-2 lists all the parameters used in the experiments for this study. Experiments are 

carried out in a square lattice of 61*61 cells
11

 initially. Every cell is occupied by a seller, 

and therefore there are 3721 sellers. The number of buyers is 400 at model initialization. 

Their budgets and preferences are set according to their mean and standard deviations 

under different experiments (see section 5.4 for details). In order to guarantee that the 

experiments with heterogeneous agents are comparable to the ones with homogeneous 

agents, the preference and budget follow a stochastic distribution with equal mean values 

but different standard deviations.  

 

5.3.4 Model validation 

The goal of validation is to compare the model outcomes to independent data and 

expectations and to measure the agreement between them (Manson fromParker et al., 

2002). ABMs face some challenges in model validation (Manson, 2002; Ngo and See, 

2012; Parker et al., 2002). One of the reasons is that the agents in ABMs can inherently 

                                                             

11 Our goal in setting the landscape size was to choose a landscape that was sufficiently 

large for robust experimentation, but small enough to maintain computational tractability. 

We determined that the 61*61 cell landscape is sufficiently large because: 1) Recalling 

that this is essentially an open city model, all buyers who wish to purchase parcels in 

each run are able to locate (equivalently, the landscape is large enough to reach 

equilibrium). 2) The range of urban development in each equilibrium is well within the 

landscape boundary, causing no edge or boundary effects. 3) Under current parameter 

settings with 400 buyers, no buyer would choose a cells beyond their current range as it 

would invoke a higher transport cost. 4) although the actual pattern metrics would differ 

slightly in a larger landscnaape due to smoothing effects, the standard deviations of all 

these metrics across 40 repetitive runs are relatively small (Table 5-4), which indicates the results 

are stable and sufficient to represent the individual-level processes that drive land transition with 

agent heterogeneity. 5) Finally, the standard deviations of socioeconomic metrics are also small, 

and the number of observations is sufficient to provide econometric rent gradient estimates with 

high significance levels and goodness of fit. 
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evolve over time and space, which means it is impossible to validate the outcomes with 

another independent data set (Crooks et al., 2008). 

Manson (2002) divided validations into two types: structural validation and 

outcome validation. Structural validation measures how well the model represents the 

theoretical mechanisms of real-world phenomenon (Manson, 2002). In LUXE, structural 

validation is performed by replicating the classical outputs of monocentric model (i.e., a 

downward slope of land prices from the urban center, see the first column of Figure 5-8), 

similar to the ALMA model (Filatova et al., 2009a). In addition, a large range of input 

parameters are swept by me and another SLUCE team members (Sun et al., in review) 

separately to guarantee that model outcomes are consistent with theoretical expectations. 

In this stage, the agreement between model outcome and theoretical patterns are 

measured by qualitative and visual interpretation. 

 Outcome validations measures how well the model outcomes conform to 

empirical data (Manson, 2002). Current the LUXE model is a highly stylized ABM, with 

no empirical content. Therefore, outcome validation is not relevant at this stage off 

modeling. However, the final stage of SLUCE II model will be equipped with empirical 

data. It can be validated by comparing model outcomes to real-world data in both spatial 

and nonspatial dimensions, for example, quantity and patterns of land-cover change, 

land-management change, land and housing prices, and carbon exchange and storage, 

which also suggests that the output validation requires extensive data from census, 

remotely sensed images, household surveys and field surveys (e.g., Miller et al., 2011). 

 

5.3.5 Output measurement 

Traditionally, spatial land-use change model outcomes are analyzed by landscape metrics, 

which are derived from landscape ecology and used for measuring landscape patterns, 
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such as fragmentation metrics, diversity metrics (Brown, et al., 2004a; Irwin and 

Bockstael, 2002; Parker and Meretsky, 2004), and segregation metrics (Benenson, 1998; 

Fossett and Waren, 2005; Jayaprakash et al., 2009; Omer, 2005; Schelling, 1971). 

However, a land market model can provide economic as well as spatial outcomes. Hence, 

two groups of metrics are used to evaluate the model outcomes
12

. The first group includes 

three landscape metrics, which measure the spatial patterns of land use change. First, the 

total developed parcels (TDP) records how many parcels are converted from agriculture 

to urban land. Second, edge density (ED) measures the edge characteristics of land-use 

change. It varies from 0 to 1, and a smaller value indicates a more compact pattern. Mean 

transport cost (MTC) indicates the average range of urban development. 

The second group of metrics concerns socio-economic patterns at the agent level. 

Mean transaction price (MTP) and mean utility (MU) measure the land price and 

satisfaction of agents at an aggregated level. An evenness metric, the Theil index (Theil, 

1967), is used to measure wealth inequality (i.e. budget in the model). The Theil index is 

calculated as: 

 


N

i

ii

x

x

x

x

N
Theil

1
)ln(

1
                                                                                              (5-4)  

where xi is the budget for agent i, and N is the number of final transactions, and x  

denotes the mean budget of all these transactions. This index varies from 0 to lnN, where 

0 indicates a equal distribution of income and lnN indicates the maximum inequality, 

with one buyer having all the income. This index measures the evenness of budget for all 

the successfully transactions. Therefore it will not vary between market levels L0 and 

L0.5 since all the buyers can find a parcel. But it will change in market levels L1 and L2 

because only some buyers can afford a parcel under their budget constraints. 

                                                             

12 These metrics, as well as Figures from 5-2 to 5-8 are generated by the original outputs 

of the model by R scripts. 
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Furthermore, due to the random process and uncertainty in the model, 40
13

 

repetitive runs are used to generate outcomes for each parameter setting to guarantee the 

stability of results. The results of metrics are reported by their mean and standard 

deviation values. 

 

5.4 Experiments and results 

Three series of experiments are designed to explore the effects of multiple agent 

heterogeneity across the four market levels. Table 5-3 lists the parameters for the three 

experiments. The first experiment is designed to explore the first question: How does 

agents’ heterogeneity in incomes and in locational preferences affect emergent patterns? 

The results are compared between homogeneous agents and agents with either 

heterogeneous budgets or heterogeneous preferences (i.e. when agents have 

heterogeneous budgets, their preferences are fixed and vice versa). The second 

experiment is designed to answer the question: How does the degree of heterogeneity in 

agents’ population affect spatial and economic phenomena? More specifically, do the 

spatial and socioeconomic outcomes vary monotonically with the increasing degree of 

agent heterogeneity? Like the previous experiment, only one type of agent heterogeneity 

(either budget or preference) is changed while the other one remains constant. However, 

a broader magnitude of heterogeneity is investigated. Specifically, five gradations of 

heterogeneity in budget or preference are analyzed by gradually increasing the standard 

deviations of budget or preference (Table 5-3). Unlike the former two experiments, the 

                                                             

13 The rationale choosing 40 repetitive runs is, on the one hand, to guarantee the standard 

deviations of the six metrics are small and relatively stable (see Table 5-4 for standard 

deviations of each metric across 40 runs), and on the other hand, by referring to the 

experience on developing two existing ABMs in the same project group (i.e., SOME and 

ALMA). 
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last experiment changes budget heterogeneity and preference heterogeneity 

simultaneously. The collective effects of multiple sources of heterogeneity are compared 

to answer the question: Do the collective effects from multiple sources of agent 

heterogeneity vary under different market representations? By analyzing the results 

across the four market levels, the findings will be able to answer the question: Is the 

representation of market elements able to reconcile some conflicting results about the 

effects of agent heterogeneity drawn by other models? 

Table 5-3 Values of the parameters in the three experiments 

 Standard deviation  

of preference for proximity 

Standard deviation  

of budget 

Experiment 1 0 0 

 0 30 

 0.3 0 

Experiment 2 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 0 

 0 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 

Experiment 3 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 

 

5.4.1 Experiment 1: Heterogeneous preferences or budgets  

In this experiment, agent heterogeneity is introduced by introducing a standard deviation 

of either preference or budget but keeping the mean values constant (see table 5-3). Table 

5-4 compares the average and standard deviation values of six metrics between 

homogeneous and heterogeneous agents across four market levels. It also reports the 

significance level of the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test, which tests whether the measures 

between heterogeneous agents and homogeneous agents differ under each different 

market level. Figure 5-1 compares the spatial development and transaction price between 

homogenous and heterogeneous agents. 
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Table 5-4 Experiment 1: agent heterogeneity parameters and output metrics (average 

values across 40 repeated runs, standard deviations are reported in brackets) under four 

market levels 

Level SDP SDB MTC TDP ED MU MTP Theil 

L0 0 0 10.39
n/a 

(0.06) 

400
n/a

 

(0) 

2.62
n/a

 

(0.06) 

0.84
n/a 

(0.00) 

98.88
n/a 

(0.06) 

N/A 

0.3 0 9.52
***

 

(0.13) 

400
n/a

 

(0) 

2.19
***

 

(0.08) 

0.87
***

 

(0.00) 

101.94
***

 

(0.10) 

N/A 

0 30 10.39 

(0.06) 

400
n/a

 

(0) 

2.62 

(0.06) 

0.84 

(0.00) 

98.66 

(1.19) 

0.02
***

 

(0.00) 

L0.5 0 0 10.39
n/a 

(0.05) 

400
n/a 

(0) 

2.63
n/a 

(0.06) 

0.84
n/a

 

(0.00) 

98.87
n/a 

(0.05) 

N/A 

0.3 0 10.13
***

 

(0.22) 

400
n/a 

(0) 

2.46
***

 

(0.10) 

0.86
***

 

(0.00) 

100.93
***

 

(0.16) 

N/A 

0 30 10.39 

(0.05) 

400
n/a

 

(0) 

2.63 

(0.06) 

0.84
***

 

(0.00) 

99.40
***

 

(1.20) 

0.02
*** 

(0.00) 

L1 0 0 6.75
n/a 

(0.05) 

160
n/a

 

(2) 

2.71
n/a 

(0.07) 

0.89
n/a

 

(0.00) 

105.07
n/a 

(0.10) 

N/A 

0.3 0 8.14
*** 

 281
***

 

(5) 

2.22
*** 

(0.08) 

0.89
***

 

(0.00) 

104.65
***

 

(0.10) 

N/A 

0 30 8.61
***

 

(0.15) 

238
*** 

(9) 

2.90
***

 

(0.08) 

0.87
***

 

(0.00) 

115.32
***

 

(0.90) 

0.01
***

 

(0.00) 

L2 0 0 6.76
n/a

 

(0.04) 

161
n/a

 

(2) 

2.71
n/a

 

(0.06) 

0.89
n/a 

(0.00) 

105.04
n/a

 

(0.12) 

N/A 

0.3 0 7.50
*** 

(0.11) 

233
***

 

(4) 

2.28
***

 

(0.08) 

0.90
***

 

(0.00) 

105.34
***

 

(0.09) 

N/A 

0 30 8.61
***

 

(0.46) 

252
***

 

(19) 

2.75
**

 

(0.06) 

0.87
***

 

(0.00) 

114.31
***

 

(1.86) 

0.01
***

 

(0.00) 

SDP: standard deviation of preference for city center proximity; SDB: standard deviation of 

budget; MTC: mean transport cost; TDP: total developed parcels; ED: edge density; MU: mean 

utility; MTP: mean transaction price; Theil: Theil index based on budget distribution 

* significant at 0.1 ** 0.01, and *** 0.001 with Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test and a null hypothesis 

that metrics have the same distribution between scenario with heterogeneous agents and scenario 

with homogeneous agent under each market level. (n/a: cannot compute with ties; N/A: Theil 

index cannot be computed when buyers’ budgets are homogeneous 
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Figure 5-1 Experiment 1: land use change and transaction prices between scenario with 

homogeneous agents and scenario with heterogeneous agents across four market levels 

(all these snapshots are from the first of 40 repeated runs, SDP: standard deviation of 

preference for city center proximity, SDB: standard deviation of budget). 

 

First, consistent with existing findings (Brown & Robinson, 2006; Filatova et al., 

2009b; Ligmann-Zielinska, 2009; Zellner et al., 2010), most of measures show 

significantly different patterns between homogeneous and heterogeneous agents (Table 5-
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4). The difference is also evident in spatial visualizations (Figure 5-1). More importantly, 

the results illustrate that heterogeneity in budget and preference plays very different roles 

in affecting the spatial and socioeconomic patterns. In contrast to the homogeneous case 

(the first column of snapshots in Figure 5-1), preference heterogeneity leads to more 

compact development in the urban center (the second column in Figure 5-1) because it 

introduces buyers who prefer to settle down in a densely developed neighborhood in the 

urban center. Hence, the edge density is lower compared to the homogenous cases. 

Meanwhile, mean utility, the measure of buyer’s satisfaction, increases in L0, L0.5 and 

L2, because buyers with preference for either urban city or open space amenity can more 

easily find a parcel that gives them highest utility. Consequentially, the average 

transaction price increases because the WTP is highly related to the utility level (see 

equation 2). 

Intuitively, the most prominent effect of budget heterogeneity is seen in the 

spatial heterogeneity of transaction prices. It is obvious that the differences in the 

distribution of developments are less apparent than the differences in the transaction 

prices between homogeneous agents (the first column in Figure 5-1) and heterogeneous 

agents (the last column in Figure 5-1). This conclusion is supported by the quantitative 

analysis. It is evident in Table 5-4 that the mean transaction prices with heterogeneous 

budgets are 1%-10% higher than in homogeneous budget case for market levels L0.5 - L2. 

However, the difference is not statistically significant in L0 because the occupation of 

lands in this level follows a random first-come first-serve order. The difference resulting 

from either preference heterogeneity or budget heterogeneity confirms that agent 

heterogeneity is an important factor influencing the spatial and socioeconomic outcomes. 

Furthermore, the results imply that preference heterogeneity is more relevant to spatial 

patterns, while budget heterogeneity affects the socioeconomic patterns. 

Second, market mechanisms work as an important force affecting the spatial and 
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socioeconomic patterns. New patterns emerge between cases with homogeneous and 

heterogeneous agents under different market levels. For example, when budget 

constraints are incorporated, the mean transport cost, which indicates the range of 

development, reveals different results. In L0 and L0.5 (without budget constraints), the 

mean transport cost is 10.39 for homogeneous agents. It decreases to 9.52 (8%) and 10.13 

(3%) when buyers have heterogeneous preferences in L0 and L0.5 respectively (Table 5-

4). That is because the compact development driven by preference heterogeneity 

accommodates more agents in the urban center. However, the condition is reversed in L1 

and L2 (with budget constraints). Either preference heterogeneity or budget heterogeneity 

would result in a more dispersed development in the suburbs (Figure 5-1). That is 

because the preference heterogeneity will introduce more buyers with higher preference 

for open space amenities who will have higher utility in the suburbs and can offer higher 

WTPs, and therefore can buy parcels in the suburbs. Meanwhile, budget heterogeneity 

will also introduce some affluent buyers with higher budgets, and their WTP will offset 

the transport cost. Hence, more buyers can find a location farther from the city center 

than the homogeneous case. In summary, budget or preference heterogeneity will induce 

sprawling development in the suburbs when budget constraints are incorporated, 

meanwhile preference heterogeneity will encourage a more compact development in the 

city center. 

More importantly, the differences in representing the constraints and driving 

forces (e.g., market mechanism) can shed light on conflicting conclusions drawn by 

different models. As discussed in the review, using SOME, Zellner et al. (2010) found the 

introduction of preference heterogeneity can lead to a more compact development when 

the mean preference for open space amenity is high. However, Ligmann-Zielinska (2009) 

found that variations in risk attitudes result in a slightly less compact development. With 

regard to the land market elements, the difference between these two models is the latter 
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one has the component of competitive bidding among developers. As shown in Table 5-1, 

the SOME model has neither budget constraints nor competitive bidding. The compact 

development drawn by the SOME model is corroborated by our model; the spatial 

distribution in the city center is more compact in L0 when preference heterogeneity is 

introduced (the first two snapshots in the first row of Figure 5-1). However, the clustered 

city core resulting from agent heterogeneity is much smaller when competitive bidding is 

incorporated (the first two snapshots in the second column of Figure 5-1). The result is 

similar to the conclusion drawn by Ligmann-Zielinska (2009) that the risk attitude 

heterogeneity only leads to a less clustered development. The reason is that competitive 

bidding, which is also represented in the Ligmann-Zielinska’s model, enhances the 

challenge to successfully obtain a parcel even though preference heterogeneity gives 

agents opportunities to settle at the urban core as long as they outbid the others.  

Third, our results show there is a tendency that, as the market representation 

becomes more complex, the results become more different between homogeneous agents 

and heterogeneous agents. With an increase of market level, more market representations 

are incorporated in the model; and the differences of metrics between homogeneous 

agents and heterogeneous agents become more statistically significant (Table 5-4). For 

instance, in L0, the differences of all the metrics between homogeneous budgets and 

heterogeneous budgets are not significant, but almost all of the metrics become 

significantly different in L2. This tendency suggests that outcomes are more sensitive to 

agent heterogeneity when the model becomes more complex and similar to real world. In 

other words, accurately representing agent heterogeneity is an important factor to make 

sure the model outcomes can reliably replicate empirical processes and conditions. 
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5.4.2 Experiment 2: Magnitude of agent heterogeneity 

To evaluate the impacts of variation of agent heterogeneity on the outcomes, the second 

experiment sequentially increases the magnitudes of heterogeneity in budget and 

preference respectively (Table 5-3). 

 Figure 5-2 and 5-4 compare the spatial pattern of development and transaction 

prices that resulted from different degrees of heterogeneity in budget and preferences 

respectively across four market levels. Intuitively, the increasing degree of budget 

heterogeneity will lead to a greater heterogeneity of transaction prices spatially. By 

contrast, the increasing degree of budget heterogeneity has relatively limited influences 

on the spatial pattern of development. Figure 5-3 compares the six metrics by increasing 

the degree of budget heterogeneity across four market levels. Metrics related to the 

spatial distribution of transaction prices, like mean transaction price and the Theil index, 

show monotonically increasing trends with the increasing degree of budget heterogeneity. 

In comparison, landscape metrics (mean transport cost and edge density) do not have a 

monotonic relationship with the increasing degree of budget heterogeneity. The 

nonlinearity can be, at least partially, explained by the differences in the representation of 

market process. For example, when the budget constraint is introduced, the total 

developed parcels will vary with the increasing degree of budget heterogeneity (the 

second row in Figure 5-3). Therefore, mean transport cost and edge density are not 

directly comparable with the increasing degree of budget heterogeneity and may show 

some nonlinear patterns (the first and third rows in Figure 5-3) 
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Figure 5-2 Experiment 2: land use change and transaction prices with increasing degree 

of budget heterogeneity across four market levels (all these snapshots are from the first of 

40 repeated runs, SDB: standard deviation of budget). 
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Figure 5-3 Experiment 2: comparison of metrics with increasing degree of budget 

heterogeneity across four market level (average value across 40 repeated runs, MTC: 

mean transport cost; TDP: total developed parcels; ED: edge density; MU: mean utility; 

MTP: mean transaction price; Theil: Theil index based on budget spatial distribution). 
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Figure 5-4 Experiment 2: land use change and transaction prices with increasing degree 

of preference heterogeneity across four market levels (all these snapshots are from the 

first of 40 repeated runs, SDP: standard deviation of preference for city center proximity). 
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Figure 5-5 Experiment 2: comparison of metrics with increasing degree of preference 

heterogeneity across four market levels (average value across 40 repeated runs, MTC: 

mean transport cost; TDP: total developed parcels; ED: edge density; MU: mean utility; 

MTP: mean transaction price; Theil: Theil index based on budget spatial distribution). 

 

 For preference heterogeneity, the situation is reversed. Landscape metrics are 

more sensitive to an increasing degree of preference heterogeneity. From Figure 5-4, it is 

clear that the increasing degree of preference for proximity to CBD will encourage 

compact development in the urban core. Thus, edge density decreases with the increasing 
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degree of preference heterogeneity across four market levels. Total developed parcels is 

constant for L0 and level L0.5 since no budget constraint exists, and all the buyers can 

find a land. Meanwhile, the mean transport cost decreases with the increasing degree of 

preference heterogeneity in these two levels because the spatial development becomes 

more compact. However, total developed parcels increases with the increasing degree of 

preference heterogeneity in L1 and L2 (Figure 5-5) because, for a given budget, buyers 

with heterogeneous preferences are more likely to find a parcel they can afford. Some of 

these increased developments locate in the suburbs and therefore enhance the sprawling 

development. The increase in mean transport cost with the increasing degree of 

preference heterogeneity in L1 and L2 confirms this phenomenon (Figure 5-5). In 

summary, the increasing degree of preference heterogeneity induces more compact 

developments in the city center but more sprawling developments in the suburbs (Figure 

5-4). In addition, the non-monotonic relationship between landscape metrics (i.e. edge 

density and mean transport cost) and the increasing degree of preference heterogeneity is 

more apparent. That is because the compact development in the city center and the 

sprawling development in the suburbs, which simultaneously results from the increasing 

degree of preference heterogeneity, will counteract the effects of each other in calculating 

landscape metrics. 

 The results corroborate the findings from previous section: preference 

heterogeneity affects the spatial patterns of development (e.g., compactness of 

development, range of developments) but budget heterogeneity has greater impacts on 

individual transaction prices and the spatial distribution of transaction price. Furthermore, 

unlike the previous work based on the SOME model, which concludes heterogeneity in 

agent leads to a sprawling development regardless of the degree of heterogeneity (Brown 

& Robinson, 2006), the results with competitive bidding and budget constraints show a 

more complicated pattern of development. The introduction of agent heterogeneity can 
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result in compact developments in the city center and sprawling developments in the 

suburbs simultaneously. The relationship between metric and the increasing degree of 

heterogeneity is not uniformly monotonic. 

 

5.4.3 Experiment 3: Interactions of agent heterogeneity in multiple 

dimensions 

To understand how the collective effects from multiple sources of agent heterogeneity 

vary under different market representations, the last experiment changes the standard 

deviation of both preference and budget simultaneously. Figure 5-6 and 5-7 compare the 

six metrics in a 3D surface with the increasing degree of both preference heterogeneity 

and budget heterogeneity. As discussed in the previous part, the impacts of increasing 

degree of agent heterogeneity could be either monotonic or non-monotonic. Hence, the 

collective effects from the two sources of agent heterogeneity are more complex. 

Generally, there are three kinds of collective effects.  

First, one type of agent heterogeneity plays the dominant role in affecting the 

trends. For example, mean utility gradually increases with an increasing degree of 

preference heterogeneity across four market levels, but remains stable regardless of the 

increasing degree of budget heterogeneity (see the first column in Figure 5-7). That is 

because the increasing degree of budget heterogeneity has relatively limited effects on 

mean utility, while the dominant influence comes from preference heterogeneity. A 

contrary example revealing the dominant influence of budget heterogeneity can be found 

in the results of Theil index (last column in Figure 5-7). Obviously, increasing degree of 

budget heterogeneity has monotonically positive effects on Theil index across the four 

market levels. The increasing degree of budget heterogeneity will increase the range of 

transaction price and therefore intensify the wealth inequality under each market level. 
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Since the Theil index measures the evenness of budget, it will not vary when the budget 

is fixed. 

 

 

Figure 5-6 Experiment 3: comparison of landscape metrics with simultaneously 

increasing degrees of preference heterogeneity and budget heterogeneity across four 

market levels. The horizontal axes represent SDP (standard deviation of preference for 

city center proximity) and SDB (standard deviation of budget) respectively. A lighter 

color indicates a higher value (average value across 40 repeated runs, MTC: mean 

transport cost; TDP: total developed parcels; ED: edge density). 
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Figure 5-7 Experiment 3: comparison of socioeconomic metrics with simultaneously 

increasing degrees of preference heterogeneity and budget heterogeneity across four 

market levels. The horizontal axes represent SDP (standard deviation of preference for 

city center proximity) and SDB (standard deviation of budget) respectively. A lighter 

color indicates a higher value (average value across 40 repeated runs, MU: mean utility; 

MTP: mean transaction price; Theil: Theil index based on budget spatial distribution). 
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Second, the metrics are relatively independent to the increasing degrees of both 

budget heterogeneity and preference heterogeneity. For instance, the total number of 

developed parcels is constant in L0 and L0.5 (the second column in Figure 5-6) and mean 

transaction price remains relatively stable in L0 and L0.5 (the second column in Figure 5-

7). That is because, in L0 and L0.5, all the buyers can finally find a place to live, and the 

mean budget, which strongly relates to the transaction price, remains constant even 

though its standard deviation increases. In other words, the market representation is the 

vital force in determining the independent relationships with increasing degree of agent 

heterogeneity for these metrics. 

Third, budget heterogeneity and preference heterogeneity have opposite effects on 

some metrics, and the combined effects are not monotonic. This phenomenon can be 

found in the variations of edge density across market levels (the last column in Figure 5-

6). In L0, the increasing degree of preference heterogeneity results in a monotonically 

more compact development. However, the influence from variations of budget 

heterogeneity is negligible (the first snapshot in the last column of Figure 5-6), because 

buyers with higher preferences for urban centers are more likely to find a parcel in the 

center. When the competitive bidding is introduced in L0.5, the monotonic trend is 

interrupted. A relatively small variation of preference heterogeneity (i.e. SDP (standard 

deviation of preference) = 0.1) in L0.5 will not lead to a more sprawling development 

than a larger variation of preference heterogeneity (i.e. SDP = 0.2) as in L0 (the second 

snapshot in the last column of Figure 5-6). That is because when the variation of 

preference heterogeneity is relatively small, the number of buyers getting parcels in the 

city center through competitive bidding is almost the same, but a relatively larger SDP 

(i.e. SDP = 0.2) allows for more buyers who cannot tolerate high residential density in 

the city center. Thus, the sprawling development is more prominent when SDP equals to 

0.2 than 0.1. However, when SDP becomes even larger (SDP > 0.3), buyers with higher 

tolerance for crowded development will lead to more infill developments. When budget 

constraints are included in L1, the monotonic effect on inducing the sprawling 

development caused by an increasing degree of budget heterogeneity becomes more 

prominent (the third snapshot in the last column of Figure 5-6), because budget 

constraints allow more affluent buyers who prefer open space amenities to find parcels 
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far from the city center. At L2, the trend is reversed from L0: the effect on edge density 

resulting from the increasing degree of budget heterogeneity will surpass the influence 

caused by the increasing degree of preference heterogeneity, and become more evident 

(the last snapshot in the last column of Figure 5-6). The reason is that competitive 

bidding and budget constraints greatly enhance the possibility that buyers with higher 

budget and higher preference for open space amenities choose parcels in the suburban 

area. In the meantime, the buyers who may encourage infill developments, including 

buyers with lower budget and higher preference for open space amenities, or buyers with 

lower budget and lower preference for amenities, are more likely to fail in the process of 

bidding or offering a WTP larger than agricultural opportunity costs. Hence, the 

development becomes more fragmented.  

Such findings demonstrate that the collective effects of the two sources of agent 

heterogeneity are complex. The results depend on the market representation and metric 

sensitivity to each source of agent heterogeneity. In other words, increasing degree of one 

type of agent heterogeneity is likely to counteract the effect of increasing variations of 

another type of agent heterogeneity. The result is also consistent with the conclusion 

drawn by Ligmann-Zielinska (2009). She found when there are multiple developers with 

different combinations of heterogeneous risk attitudes, their collective effects on spatial 

patterns are negligible. Due to the counteracting effects from different combinations of 

heterogeneity, the difference in the result is indiscernible. 

 

5.5 Conclusion and Discussion  

This chapter evaluates the effects of agent heterogeneity in an agent-based land market 

model. Three series of experiments are designed to explore how the introduction of agent 

heterogeneity, degree of agent heterogeneity and collective effect of multiple sources of 

agent heterogeneity affect the model outcomes, in both spatial and socioeconomic 

dimensions. The results demonstrate that agent heterogeneity has considerable impacts on 

the spatial distribution of land use as well as socioeconomic outcomes. More specifically, 

we found the landscape metrics and socioeconomic outcomes between homogeneous 
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agents and heterogeneous agents are significantly different, especially when more market 

mechanisms are incorporated. These results indicate the complex interactions between 

agent heterogeneity and market representation and the importance of agent heterogeneity 

in an ABLMM. In terms of the effects of agent heterogeneity, the two sources of agent 

heterogeneity examined in our experiments have different effects. Budget heterogeneity 

induces changes in transaction price and spatial fragmentation, and the increasing degree 

of budget heterogeneity will lead to a more heterogeneous distribution of transaction 

price. Preference heterogeneity, by contrast, is highly pertinent to spatial patterns, and the 

increasing degree of preference heterogeneity will encourage compact developments in 

the urban core but sprawling developments in the suburbs. 

These findings imply that the relationships between agent heterogeneity and 

macro measures are not uniformly monotonic. They indicate the importance of 

introducing an appropriate magnitude of agent heterogeneity in an empirical study. Our 

findings also suggest that differences in market representation are likely to be an 

important factor in reconciling some conflicting conclusions drawn by some other models. 

With regard to the collective effects from multiple sources of agent heterogeneity, our 

results show the difference among metrics depends on both the market representations 

and the interactions of agent heterogeneity. Further, the effects of the two sources of 

agent heterogeneity can counteract each other, which can potentially lead to some 

emerging results. It also suggests the ability of ABM to simulate emergent phenomena at 

the aggregated level from agent heterogeneity at the individual level. 

One interesting and unanticipated point to emphasize is that the limitations of the 

models with less market representation are revealed only in the cases of heterogeneous 

agents. Taking a closer look at the results at market L0, the homogenous case shows a 

classic downward-sloping rent gradient as in the classic models of Von Thünen and 

Alonso. It, however, disappears with heterogeneous agents (see first row of 3D bar charts 

in Figure 5-8). Yet, in markets L0.5 and L2, in which competitive bidding is activated, the 

rent gradients and circular zones of land prices ranges appear again with and without 

budget constraints (see the second and the fourth rows in Figure 5-8). It implies that 

competitive bidding is essential to reproduce the result of classical urban land market 

models in a spatial ABM, especially if agents are heterogeneous. 
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Figure 5-8 Effects of market levels and agent heterogeneity on the spatial outcomes of 

rent gradients and sequence of land-use changes (all these 3D bar plots are from the first 

of 40 repeated runs. The vertical bars represent the transaction prices. SDP: standard 

deviation of preference for city center proximity, SDB: standard deviation of budget) 

 

LUXE provides the opportunity to evaluate complex interactions in a land market 

due to its capability to encapsulate multiple sources of agent heterogeneity as well as its 

potential to offer broader kinds of outputs. To our knowledge, this is one of the first 
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attempts to systematically explore the effects of agent heterogeneity in an ABLMM. Both 

landscape patterns and socioeconomic patterns are evaluated by different measures. The 

results enrich our understanding on the processes that drive residential pattern, and give 

us more confidence in confirming the importance of agent heterogeneity and market 

representations. 

There are also some inevitable limitations to this study. Currently, although the 

model simulates residential choice beyond the means of static economic equilibrium by 

introducing bilateral interactions between agents, the dynamics of immigration and 

emigration are not included. Additionally, the model is a relatively closed system since 

all the buyers are introduced into the model at initialization. Simulating the timing of 

buyers entering the model based on empirical data is a challenge that we aim to address 

in the future. Similarly, the buyers are not allowed to relocate once they settle. The 

relocation process, such as affluent households moving to suburb due to the local 

neighborhood degradation, cannot be simulated in the current version. However, studies 

shows the relocation process is also one of the main factors in shaping the urban 

landscape (Benenson, 1998; Dieleman, 2001; Ettema, 2011). Hence, simulating the 

relocation process is the next step to improve the model. 

Finally, only two sources of agent heterogeneity (i.e. budget and preference 

heterogeneity) were examined in this chapter. The rationale for choosing these two is that, 

intuitively, they are highly related to land market processes represented in LUXE (i.e. 

budget constraints and competitive bidding). However, additional sources of agent 

heterogeneity potentially play important roles in influencing land market outcomes, such 

as risk attitudes (Filatova et al., 2011a; Ligmann-Zielinska, 2009), and ability to process 

knowledge (i.e., bounded rationality (Manson, 2006; Manson & Evans, 2007)). LUXE 

has a mechanism to incorporate bounded rationality by limiting the number of parcels 

that a buyer evaluates for bidding, in order to simulate incomplete market information. 

This mechanism is switched off in the current chapter, in order to minimize random 

elements and provide a clean test of the effects of land markets and comparison to the 

benchmark analytical urban land market model. The next stage of model development 

will also incorporate risk attitudes and uncertainty. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and Discussions 

6.1 General conclusion and contribution 

In this thesis, three major tasks – spatial analysis of land-cover changes within exurban 

residential parcels, reviewing progresses of ABMs and exploring the effects of agent 

heterogeneity and land-market representation – are achieved through various methods, 

including calculations of landscape metrics and spatial autocorrelation indicators, 

literature review and synthesis, and experimental design. A distinctive feature of this 

dissertation is that all the three tasks focus on bottom-up analysis, namely, the land-cover 

change at the parcel level, the features of agent-based residential choices model whose 

unit of analysis is the land parcel, at the level of model component, and the effects of 

agent heterogeneity and land market representation at the agent level. General answers to 

the 6 research question given in Chapter 1 and the contributions of each chapter are given 

below: 

 

Q1: How are land-cover composition and configuration altered at the parcel level during 

the period from 1960 to 2000 in the exurban areas of Southeastern Michigan? 

The results in Chapter 3 show that the number and areas of exurban residential 

parcels increased steadily in the three townships from 1960s and 2000s. The results 

related to the temporal distribution of parcels groups by nine levels of parcel size reveal 

that the number of parcels with a size close to 1 acre showed the most prominent growth, 

while parcels with a size larger than 6 acres have the slowest growth rate in numbers. In 

addition, the quantity and pattern of land cover vary substantially among the four main 

land-cover types (i.e. tree cover, impervious structure, maintained lawn and open fields). 

Areas of tree cover increased and showed a more fragmented distribution and irregular 

shape over time. Most parcels have only one patch of impervious structure, and the 

acreage and fragmentation of impervious structures remained relatively stable over time. 

On average, maintained lawn has the largest total land cover relative to the other three 
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land-cover types. The values of landscape metrics for open fields are less regular and 

have larger standard deviations than the other land-cover types. This is because open 

fields have a broad definition of land covers, and mainly large-size parcels have open 

fields. 

 

Q2: Is the land-cover pattern of individual parcels consistent with the neighborhood 

appearance over time? Is it possible to identify representative parcels that have 

experienced a convergence process, in which land-cover quantities and/or patterns 

in exurban residential parcels conform the neighborhood appearance? 

The results in Chapter 3 show that the similarities of most landscape metrics 

(except edge density) in the neighborhood for the three major land-cover types (i.e. tree 

cover, impervious structure and maintained lawn) increased over time with some small 

fluctuations. This implies that the land-cover patterns have a convergent trend in the 

neighborhood. The results also show that the increase in spatial similarity is related to 

multiple factors, e.g., the number of parcels, the dominant parcel size, and the 

characteristics of patterns for each land cover. 

 To our knowledge, Chapter 3 is the first report on the temporal change of land-

cover patterns within exurban residential parcels. The results have the potential to 

disentangle the linkage between land-cover change and ecosystem services in the coupled 

human-environment system in exurban areas. Specifically, they provide a stepping stone 

to understanding the drivers of land-cover change within exurban residential parcels, and 

to accurately measuring consequent change of ecosystem services. 

 

Q3: How do existing applications of ABMs fill in the continuum that runs from purely 

theoretical to extensively empirical models? 

Chapter 4 reviews 51 agent-based urban residential models. Generally, they can be 

divided into three categories: classical models extended using ABM, models simulating 

different stages of urbanization process, and integrated ABM and microsimulation 

models. Their features are summarized and compared within each category in detail in 

Chapter 4.  
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Q4: What are the differences among existing ABMs that simulating urban residential 

choices in handling agent heterogeneity, land market components and output 

measurement? 

According to the review in Chapter 4, agent heterogeneity is introduced into a model 

by changing either agents’ attributes or their decision-making rules. Although most 

models have agent heterogeneity, the methods of evaluating the effects of agent 

heterogeneity on the outcomes of urban dynamics/patterns are insufficient. Four land 

market elements – preferences, resource constraints, competitive bidding, and 

endogenous relocation – are compared in Chapter 4. Among them, preferences are the 

most commonly represented element, while competitive bidding is the least. Resource 

constraints and endogenous relocation are less popular than preferences, and the 

implementation of endogenous relocation usually does not represent the direct 

interactions between households and the land market. With regard to output 

measurement, the review found that ABMs can provide a broader range of outputs than 

traditional techniques of modeling (e.g., statistical models, system dynamic models and 

cellular automata models).  It is necessary to use a wide range of methods and metrics 

(including individual level observations), to verify and validate models, and to analyze 

and visualize outputs. 

To our knowledge, Chapter 4 is the first and most comprehensive report 

reviewing the progresses in simulating urban residential choices using agent-based 

modeling. The review plays various roles for a broad dimension of readers. For a 

beginner to ABM, it provides an indexing guide on the progress and common features of 

residential choice models based on ABM. For senior researchers, it provides an 

opportunity to place their models in the context of other related work and to potentially 

improve their models by considering a broader representation of agent heterogeneity, land 

markets, and output measurement. For researchers in related disciplines, it provides an 

interface to link their methods to improve model development (i.e., machine learning, 

graph theory), and leverage findings in other disciplines (i.e., drivers of land-cover, land-

use, and land-management change in social and economic studies) to empirically 

parameterize their models. 
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Q5: How does agents’ heterogeneity in incomes and in locational preferences 

theoretically affect emerging land-use patterns? How does the degree of 

heterogeneity in the agents’ population affect spatial and economic phenomena? And 

do the collective effects from multiple sources of agent heterogeneity vary under 

different market representations? 

Chapter 5 evaluates the effects of agent heterogeneity and land market representation 

in a stylized ABM (LUXE) by three series of experiments. The results demonstrate that 

agent heterogeneity has considerable effects on the spatial distribution of land-use change 

as well as socioeconomic dynamics. The two sources of agent heterogeneity have 

different impacts. Specifically, budget heterogeneity induces changes in the spatial 

distribution of transaction prices and spatial fragmentation. In contrast, preference 

heterogeneity is highly pertinent to spatial patterns and encourages a pattern of 

developments with compact developments in the urban core and sprawling developments 

in the suburbs. 

 

Q6: Do the outcomes of the theoretical monocentric city differ in different representations 

of market elements, especially in the existence of agent heterogeneity? Are different 

representations of market elements able to reconcile some conflicting results about 

the effects of agent heterogeneity drawn by other models? 

The result in Chapter 5 shows that the classic downward-sloping rent gradient from 

the urban center in classical models of Von Thünen/Alonso cannot be produced when 

agents are heterogeneous and the land market element of competitive bidding is missing. 

In other words, it implies that competitive bidding is essential to reproduce the result of 

classical urban land market models in a spatial ABM, especially if agents are 

heterogeneous. In addition, the results suggest that differences in market representation 

are likely to be an important factor in reconciling some conflicting conclusions drawn by 

some other models. That is because the relationship between model outcomes and agent 

heterogeneity is not uniformly monotonic, and the effects of the two sources of agent 

heterogeneity can counteract each other, which can potentially lead to some nonlinear and 

emergent results. 

To our knowledge, Chapter 5 is the first report comprehensively evaluating the 
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effects of agent heterogeneity in a stylized agent based land market model. It takes a step 

back to explore the rationale and challenges for adding more components (agent 

heterogeneity and land market representation in this case) in agent-based LUCC models. 

 

6.2 Challenges and future work 

This thesis offers a step further to examine exurban LUCC by integrating the methods of 

measurement, review and modeling. The implications and limitations for each study are 

discussed in length in corresponding chapters (Chapter 3-5). This section offers a 

discussion of the general challenges and potential solutions to them inherent in such 

research. In addition, this thesis only examined two challenges of exurban LUCC (i.e., 

spatial analysis of monitoring/observation data and modeling) addressed by Turner et al. 

(2007), and a number of future studies are recommended. 

 

6.2.1 Challenges and potential solutions 

Drivers of LUCC and linkage between LUCC and ecological consequences: The exurban 

land system is a complex coupled human-environment system. By measuring the 

temporal change of land-cover patterns within residential parcels, the complexity in 

driving a convergence of land-cover patterns gradually unfolds. Although cultural and 

social norms play an important role in influencing land-cover design at the neighborhood 

level, other factors (e.g., natural growth of trees and grasses, a common developer, 

environmental awareness) can also affect land-cover patterns in the neighborhood. 

Survey questionnaires at community level can distinguish these drivers. Additional 

information about the housing prices and land-management strategies can be collected 

simultaneously. The SLUCE project has endeavored to collect these empirical data (e.g., 

Nassauer et al., 2009), and more collections are in progress. Such information can 

facilitate additional research on the impacts of land-cover change on housing prices and 

ecological consequences at parcel level. In addition, methods and findings in related 

disciplines, such as research on epidemiology and communication (Lloyd and May, 
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2001), can provide insights on how to trace the change of land-cover patterns influencing 

by mass media or social network from the perspective of cyberspace rather than the 

perspective of physical space. For example, studies on virus and information spreading 

among computers, people and internet (Barabási and Albert, 1999; Lawrence and Giles, 

1999; Lloyd and May, 2001) can shed light on the spreading of social and cultural norms 

on land-cover management among netizens
14

. 

Another improvement in existing LUCC models is to incorporate the simulation 

of the ecological influence of LUCC by considering the sources, paths, sinks, and 

affected ranges of material and energy flows. Therefore, the competition for beneficial 

ecosystem services and gradual reduction of detrimental ecological impacts along the 

path can be simulated, which can provide more accurate information for stakeholders. 

The SPANs (Service Path Attribution Networks) is an exemplary preliminary model 

(Johnson et al., 2012). 

Operational challenges of data collection: in this study, a challenge I consistently 

confronted is a deficiency of data at the individual level. More specifically, the deficiency 

of data is owing to availability of data within the SLUCE group (e.g., the survey data of 

households’ preferences for landscape design) and between the SLUCE project and other 

institutions (e.g., housing price data in local real estate agencies). Although surveys and 

interviews are traditionally methods used to retrieve information at the individual level, 

development of new techniques can be used as alternative sources for retrieving the 

information. For example, location-based services (such as Foursquare, Twitter) can 

provide information on individual’s travel and activity pattern. The information can feed 

back into models to evaluate the effects of exurban travel patterns on greenhouse gas 

emission and noise generation (Bar-Gera, 2007). In addition, consumption habits stored 

in local supermarkets (e.g., point card, bonus card programs), for instance, the 

consumption habit of water (Allon and Sofoulis, 2006), can reveal local customers’ land-

management habits (i.e., frequency of fertilizer and insecticide consumption). In other 

words, there are potential gold mines for retrieving important information for land-use 

change modelers, if cost and confidentiality constraints do not stand in the way of 

                                                             

14. An approach to use epidemic model was also suggested to model neighborhood 

effects in land management by SLUCE2 team member Calvin Pritchard. 
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accessibility by researchers. 

Output measurement and visualization: measuring and visualizing model output is 

a challenge in ABM because a broad range of spatial, socio-economic, and agent-level 

outputs can be generated simultaneously by the model. However, analyzing behaviors at 

the agent level can provide opportunity to understand the path dependence and 

emergence of complex systems. For example, tracing individual activity (e.g., land-

management strategy, land-cover design, and transaction history) can potentially identify 

a tipping point of “phase change” (e.g., adoption of new land-management strategy and 

land-cover design, and land/housing market boom/collapse, see (Scheffer et al., 2012). 

Visualizing model outputs serves as a vehicle to communicate model outcomes with other 

researchers and stakeholders. However, the broad dimension of outputs requires careful 

organization and presentation. For example, clearly and neatly displaying multiple three-

dimensional figures is a work of science and art, which cannot be easily achieved by 

existing modeling platforms (e.g., Eclipse, Netlogo, Swarm). Therefore, developing 

improved output visualization for existing agent-based modeling platforms, and/or 

developing interfaces and connections with other programming language (e.g., R and 

Matlab) will facilitate the communication within the academic sphere and reach 

audiences beyond the agent-based modeling research community (e.g., planners, 

environmentalists, and others). 

 

6.2.2 Future work 

 First, a future modeling work that can connect empirical land-cover changes with 

theoretical ABM is strongly suggested, which is also the focus of current SLUCE project 

(e.g., Robinson et al., in press). In the real-world situation, the changes from rural natural 

parcels to exurban residential parcels are driven by multiple factors, including agent 

heterogeneity, spatial heterogeneity, and institutional and historical forces. However, the 

stylized ABM adopted in this thesis has not accounted for all these factors. In order to 

replicate trajectories of LUCC in exurban area as accurately as possible, more empirical 

data and extensive analyses for the causes and feedbacks among agents and between 

agents and the environment in exurban systems need to be collected and investigated. 
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Similarly, a lot of work needs to be done to further disentangle the complexity of land-

cover dynamics that follow land-use change in exurban areas, including complementing 

existing datasets with corresponding records of the characteristics of households (e.g., 

income, number of children, and number of cars) and houses (e.g., style, price, and 

footage), exploring the relationships between land-cover patterns and socio-economics at 

the household level, surveying residents’ responses to land-use changes and the 

consequences of land-cover and land-use changes. In other words, the next stage of the 

study is to face the second challenge of LUCC study – understanding the causes and 

feedbacks of LUCC in the coupled human-environment system. 

 Second, the fourth challenge of LUCC study – assessment of consequent impacts 

(e.g., vulnerability, resilience, or sustainability) – will be the next step to improve current 

work. The results in Chapter 3 about land-cover dynamics within residential parcels will 

be a valuable data source that can be used to evaluate the effects of anthropogenic 

activities on exurban ecosystems. It provides an opportunity to estimate the ecological 

consequences of exurban LUCC, such as changes in carbon storage, water and air quality, 

natural habits and biodiversity (some of these changes may require process models rather 

than pattern output). The results can be compared with the conditions in rural areas with 

fewer anthropogenic activities or in urban areas with more compact development. Such 

analysis will provide a more comprehensive understanding of consequences of 

urbanization and guide our planning policies to reach the ultimate goal of sustainability. 

Third, it is a long path to transform scientific findings to practices of land-use 

planning. Although this thesis integrates empirical findings of land-cover dynamics and 

theoretical outcomes of land-use modeling from the bottom up by combining inductive 

methods, which infer general principles from empirical observations, and deductive 

methods, which reach specific conclusions from general statements (Nolan et al., 2009), 

it doesn’t directly provide practical directions to guide exurban development. Only by 

accomplishing the two major improvements mentioned above (the understanding of the 

causes and feedbacks and the assessment of consequences) can we obtain a more 

comprehensive image of urbanization processes and consequences. And only through a 

more comprehensive and empirical model can we project and compare different paths of 

development in exurban areas by various scenarios from both the scientific and practical 
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perspectives. 
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